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Executive Summary 

This thesis analyses the 2006 reform of the EU sugar policy. It was in many ways a remarkable 

reform which impacted many people and businesses. The research question for this thesis is: How 

did actors influence the 2006 reform of the Common Market Organisation for Sugar? And which 

actors benefited from the Sugar Reform? It is an important research endeavor because it provides 

an understanding of the policy-making behind the Sugar Reform in terms of how various actors 

influenced it. When policy-processes are elucidated, democratic awareness is increased. 

Three sets of theories are applied to the research. First, the actors are identified by conducting 

commodity chain analysis and assessing the credibility of the actors. Second, theories on accessing 

and influencing EU policy-making are applied. Third, an impact assessment of the Sugar Reform is 

conducted primarily by applying empirical data. Thereby, the actors who benefited and those who 

lost from the Sugar Reform are identified.  

A deductive approach is taken to the research, as data is applied in order to test whether the 

theories can explain the process and the outcome of the Sugar Reform. Empirical data in the form 

of interviews with Mariann Fischer Boel, former Commissioner of Agriculture and Rural 

Development, and Jørn Dalby, president of The International Confederation of European Beet 

Growers, are crucial to the analysis. The sugar industry is applied as a case study, so the results of 

the research are primarily valid for this industry and this particular policy-making process.  

The thesis argues that various identified actors tried to influence the Sugar Reform; however, the 

actual influence on the Sugar Reform was limited to a few actors. The sugar industry has suffered 

as a consequence of the Sugar Reform, as many factories have been closed; however, the sugar 

growers and factories which remain in business have gained competitiveness. The most significant 

finding in this research is that the industrial sugar users and the retailers have benefited from the 

Sugar Reform, as they are now able to buy sugar at a lower price. Consumers have not benefited 

from this price reduction.  

Actors who wish to influence EU policy-making can learn from the analysis in this research. It is 

found that building coalitions and applying pro-active lobby strategies increased an actor’s 

capability to influence the Sugar Reform. Furthermore, it is recommended to direct efforts to 

influence policy-making towards the national ministers and the EU Parliament, as they both have 

direct influence on EU policy-making. Themes for future research on the Sugar Reform and 

influencing EU policy-making endure. These are elaborated on towards the end of the thesis.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
In 2006, the EU introduced a major reform in the sugar sector (hereinafter referred to as “the 

Sugar Reform”). It was remarkable when the European sugar policy was reformed in 2006 because 

no reform in this area had been implemented in almost 40 years. The European sugar regime is a 

complicated policy area which no one had been able to gather consensus for reforming before, but 

in 2006 the time had come for reform. As sugar beets are produced throughout Europe, it was 

evident that a sugar reform would have tremendous impact on the income of producers in most EU 

member states. More than 650,000 sugar beet growers within the EU (Danske Sukkerroedyrkere, 

2012) would be affected directly by the reform, and many more would be affected by the indirect 

consequences for the industry. The EU’s sugar policy is also pertinent to the global sugar industry, 

as EU sugar is traded worldwide. The most important impetus of the Sugar Reform was the 2005 

WTO ruling against the EU sugar regime which required the EU to implement reform in order to 

comply with international trade rules. This is elaborated on in the literature review. However, 

research on the next step in the policy-making of the Sugar Reform – that is, how the reform was 

made – appears relevant. I am passionate about the sugar industry, and I am therefore interested 

in looking into the process of how such a policy was made. Which actors would engage in the 

process? How did they get access to the policy-making? And how would they respond to the Sugar 

Reform? It would be interesting to find out if theory can explain why the reform was conveyed the 

way it was.  

The initial data collection and literature reviews provided me with knowledge that made me 

curious to find unexplored areas related to the Sugar Reform that could be researched and 

formulated into a relevant research question. I found that with a new set of theories and empirical 

data, new insights into the Sugar Reform could be found. The theories might explain how actors 

obtained access to the policy-making and how they influenced it. Finally in this report, the impact 

of the reform is assessed by applying empirical data.  

1.1. Research Question and Themes 
The research question for this thesis is:  

How did actors influence the 2006 reform of the Common Market 

Organisation for Sugar? And which actors benefited from the Sugar Reform? 

I am interested in understanding and explaining how the Sugar Reform was made and who it has 

benefited. The term actor is discussed and defined in the literature review in section 1.7.2. The 

2006 reform of Common Market Organisation for Sugar is explained in the case presentation in 
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section 1.6. The terms influencing and benefiting are analyzed according to the research question 

in the second and third part of the analysis respectively.  

The research question implies that the relevant actors are identified. This is done by applying 

relevant theories and data on the sugar industry in the first part of the analysis, Identifying Actors, 

in section 3.1. My analysis is threefold, as the second part, Influencing Policy-Making, analyses the 

first part of the research question, and the third and final part of the analysis, Impact Assessment, 

analyses the last part of the research question. The implicit question in this analysis is why the 

Sugar Reform was conveyed the way it was. It is a causal theoretical problem within the research 

field of political economy. There are no sub questions or hypotheses, as I believe the threefold 

structure of my research question and analysis provides the necessary substance and structure of 

the thesis. The research question provides three themes which are analyzed separately. This 

structure is also presented in the visual reading guide below.   

1.2. Relevance of the Research 
It is relevant to analyze the Sugar Reform, because it has had substantial impact on the global sugar 

industry. I believe that it is important to review policy reforms as they are part of public budgets 

and impact the livelihoods of citizens. The EU sugar regime is part of the CAP (Common 

Agricultural Policy) which is continuously reformed, so it is relevant to assess whether we can learn 

from previous reforms in order to understand and improve processes. Furthermore, it enhances 

democratic awareness when we assess otherwise complicated policy areas which are not on the 

agenda in the mainstream news. I find the Sugar Reform particularly pertinent as it regulates an 

industry that is important to most EU states.  

To obtain the research goal of explaining the policy-making of the Sugar Reform it is relevant to 

apply a new set of theories and new empirical data. This will be clearer after reading the literature 

review and the methodology sections.  First, some limitations are clarified in order to specify my 

research area.  

1.3. Limitations 
I am not looking into the history of the Common Market Organisation for Sugar. A longitudinal 

study would not have helped in answering my research question. It would rather have provided 

some background knowledge on the EU sugar policy, which is outside the scope of this thesis. I 

acknowledge that an historical outlook would have contributed to a better understanding of the 

latest reform; however, due to the limits in length of this thesis it has been abandoned. Finally, 

several researches have looked into this development in reforms already.  
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Sugar is used in the production of isoglucose, bioethanol, and other industries. I will not analyze 

these businesses but focus on the normal sugar sector of food consumption. The methodological 

choices and limitations are reflected upon in section 2.2.  

1.4. Definitions and Abbreviations 
Listed below are acronyms and other abbreviations that are mentioned several times in this thesis. 

They are explained in more detail when mentioned the first time in this thesis; however, this list 

can be used as a reference. There are various interest organizations which all use abbreviations for 

their often very long full names. I use the abbreviations of the organizations, as the organizations 

are often better known for their acronyms rather than their full names.  

ACPs: African, Caribbean and Pacific states 

BEUC: Bureau Européen des Unions de Consommateurs, in English, European Consumers’ 

Organisation 

CAP: Common Agricultural Policy 

CEFS: Comité Européen des Fabricants de Sucre, in English, The Organization of European Sugar 

Factories 

CIBE: Confederation Internationale des Betteraviers Européens, in English, The International 

Confederation of European Beet Growers 

COPA-COGECA: Comité des Organisations Professionnelles Agricoles and Comité Général de la 

Coopération Agricole de l’Union Européenne, in English, Committee of Professional 

Agricultural Organisations and General Committee for Agricultural Cooperation in the 

European Union 

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

LDCs: the least developed countries. Many LDCs also belong to the group of ACP states.  

Sugar Reform: The official name for the act regulating the EU sugar sector is the Council 

Regulation (EC) No 318/2006 of 20 February 2006 on the common organisation of the 

markets in the sugar sector (Official Journal of the European Union, 2006). This act is often 

referred to as the 2006 reform of the Common Market Organisation for Sugar. In the thesis, 

I will use the term the Sugar Reform when referring to this act.  
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1.5. Structure and Reading Guide  

 

Chapter 1: 
Introducing 
the field

•Introduction to the subject
•Definitions and abbreviations
•Presentation of the empirical case
•Literature review

Chapter 2: 
Theory and 
Methods

•Theory
•1. Identifying actors > 2. Influencing policy-making > 3. Impact assessment

•Methodology : operationalization of the research question

Chapter 3: 
Empirical 
Analysis

•1. Identifying actors > 2. Influencing policy-making >3. Impact assessment

Chapter 4: 
Discussion

•Discussion of empirical findings
•Reflecting on the research 

Chapter 5: 
Concluding 
Remarks

•Conclusion
•Further implications and future research 
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1.6. Case Presentation 
The empirical case which I analyze is the Sugar Reform of 2006. I am not looking at a particular 

company, but the international sugar industry as a whole. My focus is on the sugar growers, as they 

are the dominant players in the industry. The global commodity chain analysis of the sugar sector 

(section 3.1.1.) provides an understanding of the industry.   

EU sugar policy is regulated by the Common Market Organisation for Sugar, which is part of the 

Common Agricultural Policy, CAP. The CAP was incepted in 1958 and finally implemented in 1969 

(Peterson and Bomberg, 1999). The CAP is often debated, because it accounts for around 40% of 

the total EU budget (Gudoshnikov, 2011). Its aim is to ensure the European self-supply of food and 

stable food prices as well as ensuring a fair standard of living for farmers (Chari and Kritzinger, 

2006). A feature of the CAP which is particularly disputed is agricultural exceptionalism. The 

Commission believes that agriculture is a special industry which needs protection in order to 

sustain life in the countryside and preserve landscapes (Daugbjerg and Swinbank, 2009).  

Over the years, the trend has been to reform the CAP so that it is less trade distorting and emphasis 

is moved towards environmental support. The goal of these reforms has often been to adjust supply 

and demand and sometimes to cut costs. The Common Market Organisation for Sugar was created 

in 1968, and until 2006 it had only been exposed to minor changes (Daugbjerg and Swinbank, 

2009). One reason why it had been difficult to reform the sugar policy was that it is particularly 

technical in nature and difficult for those from outside the industry to interfere with (Daugbjerg 

and Swinbank, 2009). However, in 2006 the EU succeeded in reforming the Commom Market 

Organisation for Sugar. The main cause of this reform was the 2005 WTO ruling against the EU, 

which required the subsidized sugar exports to be substantially diminished (WTO, 2012). The 

background of the Sugar Reform is discussed further in the literature review (section 1.7.1). 

Figure 1.1 below shows the policy cycle. This is a model and theory, which will be applied 

throughout the analysis. In the theory chapter (section 2.1.3.), the policy cycle is explained, but for 

now it is used to visualize the process of making the Sugar Reform from the initial agenda-setting 

until the evaluation stage. This model contains the dates for each phase in the process allowing for 

an elaboration on the timeframe of the entire reform.  
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 Figure 1.1: Timeframe of the Sugar Reform within the policy cycle framework 

 

The issue of the Common Market Organisation for Sugar was first set formally on the agenda in 

September 2003, when the Commission suggested implementing a reform (EU Commission, 2005, 

A). The talks about sugar reform had been going on for some time before 2003. At that point, it 

became obvious that the EU sugar regime could no longer benefit uncompetitive producers, and 

prices were unsustainably high (EU Commission, 2005, A).  

When the WTO ruled against the EU sugar subsidies in 2005, it became inevitable that the EU 

would have to reform its sugar regime, and the new policy was formulated. The EU sugar support 

prices were cut by 36 percent, and production was decreased significantly (Europa, 2005).  

By November 2005, the Sugar Reform was submitted, and it became effective from July 2006. 

There was a four-year transition period, where the Sugar Reform was gradually implemented. The 

new scheme was voluntary in the sense that each factory would make its own estimation of whether 

or not it would be profitable to stay in business under the new conditions. Farmers were 

compensated by around 60% by a temporary restructuring fund (Europa, 2005).  

In 2010, the Commission performed its mandatory evaluation of the effects of the Sugar Reform 

(Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development, 2011). In this thesis, emphasis is on 

the phases of policy formulation and evaluation. These are analyzed in sections 3.2. and 3.3. 

respectively. First, the literature on the Sugar Reform and my theoretical framework is explained.  

Agenda-
setting
(2003)

Policy 
formulation

(2005)

Decision-
making

(November 
2005)

Implemen
-tation
(July 
2006)

Evaluation

(2010)
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1.7. The Field of Research  
I will now review the most relevant and significant research on my topic of the Sugar Reform of 

2006 and on influencing EU policy-making in general. This is not just a summary of what has 

already been written but a critical discussion of both theory and research in the field (Saunders et 

al., 2007). At the same time, this review will provide background knowledge on the Sugar Reform 

and on lobbying the EU. I will define keywords in the texts reviewed in order to take out the most 

relevant for my own analysis. This means that I will not go through any texts from A to Z, but 

rather I will focus on the content of the texts which provide background knowledge that I will build 

on in my analysis. In this way I am building on existing research and ensuring that what is already 

examined is not merely repeated. I will start with the most significant texts on the 2006 Sugar 

Reform.  

1.7.1. The Background for the Sugar Reform 

I will discuss the literature on why the Sugar Reform was introduced and implemented by 

reviewing the literature by Ackrill and Kay (2009 and 2011). The authors mainly explain the Sugar 

Reform by empirical events, but first I take a look at theory on the making of policy in general. 

Several theorists have applied the concept of interests, ideas, and institutions, which provides a 

more theoretical explanation of public policy-making. Different authors emphasize either the force 

of interests, ideas, or institutions as a motivator for making policy; however, they agree that all 

three have some relevance in explaining policy-making (Daugbjerg and Swinbank, 2009). The 

concept of interests, ideas, and institutions might explain why the Sugar Reform was implemented.  

Nedergaard (2006) and Winters (1989) explain policy-making with the force of interests approach. 

They both argue that reforms will be implemented when they enhance politicians’ possibility of 

being re-elected. The interest-based explanation of the Sugar Reform would be that the EU 

Commission had an interest in implementing the reform. The institution-based explanation of 

policy-making is based on the perception that rules and procedures govern political behavior 

(Chari and Kritzinger, 2006). This means there would be a given set of formal and informal 

institutions which made the Sugar Reform inevitable. Finally, the ideational explanation of policy-

making emphasizes how mutual ideas by economists or political actors would have imposed the 

Sugar Reform (Daugbjerb and Swinbank, 2009). At the same time, this approach acknowledges 

that power relations will have to support the ideas in order for reforms to be implemented.  

This set of theoretical explanations of policy-making does not assist me in unraveling my research 

question, since I analyze how the Sugar Reform was made, and not why it was made. I find that the 

literature has provided explanations of why reforms are implemented, which would also be 

relevant to the case of the 2006 Sugar Reform. I will therefore analyze how the process of the 

policy-making in this particular case developed, as this analysis will contribute some new insights 
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to the process of making policy. However, the interest-based theory provides explanations of the 

way in which different actors operate in the policy-making process. I will refer to these arguments 

in the analysis of the influence on policy-making in section 3.2. Let us first look into the empirical 

explanation of why the Sugar Reform was made.  

Daugbjerg and Swinbank (2009) have written extensively about the CAP and its reforms; however, 

the niche of the Sugar Reform does not lie within their primary research interest. They take a point 

of departure in a historical perspective on how the WTO rulings have influenced the CAP. Thereby, 

they also discuss the Sugar Reform in relation to the WTO, but they do not go into the process of 

the making of the Sugar Reform. Different authors discuss different factors, which led to the Sugar 

Reform; however, Ackrill and Kay (2011) provide the most comprehensive analysis of why the 

Sugar Reform was made.  

Ackrill and Kay’s main findings are that three factors led to the Sugar Reform (Ackrill and Kay, 

2011). The most important being a WTO Appellate Body ruling against the EU in 2005 (WTO, 

2012). Second, the Everything but Arms Agreement (EU Commission, 2012, C) had been settled. 

In essence, this agreement allowed duty and quota free imports from the 48 least developed 

countries into the EU. Third, there was a general tendency towards liberalization of the CAP, 

meaning that the subsidies would have to be less trade distorting. Australia, Brazil and Thailand 

were the countries who filed a complaint with the EU Common Market Organisation for Sugar 

regarding export subsidies which they perceived as distorting trade. The WTO ruling against the 

EU meant that the subsidized sugar exports would have to be diminished (WTO, 2012). With the 

Everything but Arms Agreement, European sugar producers would now be met with competition 

from low cost producers of sugar.  

This research explains how the foundation of the comprehensive Sugar Reform was set out. At the 

same time, the research initiated my curiosity of how various actors reacted to this reform and tried 

to influence the result. Thereby I will take the analysis of the Sugar Reform one step further, by 

looking into the making of the Sugar Reform. I find that the Sugar Reform has not been sufficiently 

analyzed and evaluated in the literature, which means there is a gap in the existing understanding 

of the Sugar Reform. I will apply theories of policy-making in order to look into the role played by 

the various actors involved. 

1.7.2. Influencing Policy-Making 

In the business literature, stakeholder theory is applied when analyzing the groups which can 

impact a company. This literature has inspired my research, since I am exploring how actors 

influenced the Sugar Reform. I will supplement stakeholder theory with policy-making theories in 

order to explain the variety of forces influencing the Sugar Reform. I do not use the term 
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stakeholder as it is developed for business studies. Interest groups or interest associations is a 

term applied within political science to describe membership organizations that can influence 

policy-making (Erne in Caramani, 2010).  

Chari and Kritzinger (2006) defines interest groups as,  

“any group or set of actors, that has common interests and seek to influence the 

policy-making process in such a way that their interests are reflected in public policy 

outcomes” (p. 30).  

The classic definition of a stakeholder is,  

”those people and groups that affect, or can be affected by, an organisation’s 

decisions, policies, and operations” (Ihlen, 2008, pp 136-137).  

The above definitions of stakeholders and interest groups are similar, but it is also clear that 

interest groups are more relevant within policy-making.  

‘Actors’ is a broad and general term which is applied by Caramani (2011) when discussing those 

who play a role in policy-making. Nedergaard (2006) and Winters (1989) also apply the term actor 

when discussing the groups which have an interest in policy-making. I find that ‘actor’ is an 

accepted phrase within political science, and it is natural to apply it in this thesis. Furthermore, it 

allows me to include all types of groups, whether they have economic or political interests and 

whether or not the group requires membership. I will analyze the role played by each actor in 

section 3.2.   

As stakeholder theory is similar to the literature on interest groups and actors, the theoretical 

framework of this thesis is inspired by stakeholder theory. Stakeholder mapping is a method 

among others used for analyzing strategies for corporate social responsibility (Ihlen, 2008). 

Stakeholder mapping is often done at the company level, which means that when applying it to 

policy reforms some modifications are necessary. I will mainly apply stakeholder theory as a 

framework of how I analyze the process of the Sugar Reform and not as an actual theory. Instead of 

looking at how an organization should manage its stakeholders, I apply stakeholder theory as a tool 

to identify which groups affected the Sugar Reform. Mitchell et al. (1997) use stakeholder theory to 

identify the groups who are the most likely to gain influence. In section 3.1.2. this theory will be 

discussed in detail. The Sugar Reform has not been analyzed in terms of which actors influenced it, 

and I will therefore combine a new set of theories, which I believe will explain the policy-making 

process.  
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After the implementation of the Treaty of Lisbon in 2009 (Europa, 2012, B), the European 

Parliament gained increased power. This is relevant to my analysis, since the European Parliament 

has become more interesting for lobbyists. I have found that most literature on how to lobby the 

EU is outdated, since they are written before the Treaty of Lisbon, and they neglect the influence of 

the European Parliament. In general, many texts focus on historical development rather than 

looking at the present or recent reforms. Guéguen (2008) provides a comprehensive and valid 

theory of lobbying the EU which is presented in section 2.1.4.2. 

In the methodology (section 2.2.1) my philosophy of science is accounted for; however, let me just 

reveal that had I chosen an interpretivist philosophy of science, I could have analyzed the 

discourse of the actors. Gottweis in Fischer et al. (2007) argues that the rhetoric affects the ways 

policies are made. I will not take this perspective into consideration in my analysis, as I find the 

lobby strategies more relevant to influencing policy-making. Why the actors worked the way they 

did will be given a minimum of attention in this thesis. I am most interested in explaining what 

they did and how they did it.  

1.7.3. Sub Conclusion on the Literature Review 

It is clear that a lot of research has been done on the reasons for making the Sugar Reform. 

However, the process of the making of the Sugar Reform has not yet been analyzed in the 

literature. Also, actors have not previously been identified and analyzed according to their 

influence on the Sugar Reform. Thereby, I argue that this thesis will provide a new perspective on 

understanding policy-making in the EU by applying a new set of theories to the case of the Sugar 

Reform. At the same time, as the chosen theories are applied to the analysis, it will be discussed in 

which respects they can and cannot explain the policy-making of the Sugar Reform. The 

methodology (section 2.2.) will explain how the analysis is operationalized, but first the theoretical 

framework of the thesis is presented.  
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Chapter 2: Theory and Methodology 

2.1. Theory 
The structure of the theory chapter is equivalent to the structure of my analysis section. I will 

present the theories in three main themes: identifying actors, influencing policy-making, and 

impact assessment. Each of these three fields relies on different theories, frameworks, or models, 

and each section will analyze different parts of my research question. I will account for why I have 

chosen the theories I have, and how they will contribute to answering my research question. 

Furthermore, I will briefly discuss how alternative theories might have contributed to the analysis. 

The theories will be critiqued so that it is clear what I can and cannot make conclusions on.  

Some theories are made specifically for analyzing policy-making at the EU-level, whereas others 

are more general. I will clearly state which group each theory belongs to, and what this mean for 

the way the respective theories are applied in the analysis. First, I account for how relevant actors 

will be identified.  

2.1.2. Identifying Actors 
Before analyzing my research question, it is implied that the actors who influenced the Sugar 

Reform are identified. The theories of the commodity chain and the credibility of actors will be 

applied in order to identify these actors. First, I introduce the concept of commodity chain.  

2.1.2.1. Commodity Chain 

In the literature, a commodity chain is often referred to as a value chain or supply chain. What 

most people perceive as a value chain is the model developed by Porter and applied for analysis of 

a firm’s potential of optimizing its competitive advantage (Porter, 1998). However, in the 

literature, value chains are applied as a tool to analyze the process from raw material until the final 

processed product. Higgins et al. (2007) is an example of such value chain analysis of the sugar 

sector. The authors provide a comprehensive analysis of the value chain of the Australian and 

South African sugar industries by discussing the distinct features of the industry and by suggesting 

ways of improving existing practices. They are particularly interested in the logistical 

opportunities of the industry, but they do not refer to Porter’s value chain theory. Gereffi (in 

Ougaard and Leander, 2010) argues that different expressions are used for similar models. That is 

a good way to sum up the concept of the commodity chain.  

I choose to use the label commodity chain in my analysis of the sugar sector, as I analyze the path 

from raw input and inputs of knowledge until the refined sugar stage. The commodity chain is a 
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simple but strong tool (Kogut in Ougaard and Leander, 2010), because one cannot disagree with 

the process, as it is a depiction of reality. At the same time, it helps us understand how an industry 

works and which actors are involved with it. That is why I find it very relevant for my initial 

identification of the actors who influenced the Sugar Reform. I argue that it is likely that actors in 

the sugar commodity chain will have an interest in the Sugar Reform, because sugar is relevant to 

the business of everyone in its commodity chain. In the analysis in section 3.1.1. a model of the 

sugar commodity chain is presented. By analyzing the commodity chain, it will be clear which of 

these actors had an interest in the Sugar Reform.  

2.1.2.2. Credibility of the Actors 

Not all possible actors will be analyzed; on the contrary, I will select the actors who actually had an 

interest in influencing the Sugar Reform. To this end, I will apply the frameworks of Chari and 

Kritzinger (2006) and Mitchell et al. (1997).    

Chari and Kritzinger (2006) discus which interest groups have influence on EU policy-making in 

general. They argue that the actors who influence EU policy can be split into two main groups, the 

EU institutional players and the interest groups. The first group includes the Council of Ministers, 

the Commission, the European Parliament and the European Court of Justice. The second group 

contains those who aim to influence the first group. They are also called lobbyists, and they are 

again divided into three main groups: the professional group consisting of trade unions and the 

farm lobbies, the economic group consisting of the capital actors, and finally the public interest 

group consisting of organizations usually devoted to a single cause.  

My focus is on the interest groups, as they were the ones who exercised direct influence on the 

Sugar Reform. The framework presented by Chari and Kritzinger (2006) is quite broad, since the 

framework is made for EU policy in general. However, it supports my argument of which actors 

were the most influential on the Sugar Reform. To go more into depth as to which features make an 

actor relevant to the Sugar Reform, I will apply a theory of stakeholder identification.    

Mitchell et al. (1997) presents a theory of stakeholder identification, in which stakeholders are 

analyzed according to their potential of gaining influence on the European Commission, the 

European Parliament and the Council of Ministers. They claim that three attributes determine this 

potential: legitimacy, urgency, and power. Legitimacy refers to the relationship between the 

stakeholder and the organization which is to be lobbied. This relationship is to be treated in a 

proper and appropriate manner according to the norms of the system they are operating within. 

Urgency refers to how pressing this claim is to the organization right here and right now and it is 

defined as “the degree to which stakeholder claims call for immediate attention” (Mitchell et al., 

1997 p. 864). Power refers to the likelihood that the stakeholder can influence the organization. 
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Power can be acquired or lost, and the stakeholder must be willing to exercise its power in order to 

gain influence.  

If a stakeholder possesses all three attributes, it is very strong with a good chance of gaining 

influence. If a stakeholder possesses one or two of the attributes the stakeholder might make 

alliances with other stakeholders which hold the attribute that they lack themselves. I will apply 

lobby strategy theory to analyze how these alliances can be made. In section 3.1.2. I will apply this 

theory as I present a model of which actors possess which of the three attributes. This analysis will 

help explain which actors had an influence on the Sugar Reform. Furthermore, I will take my point 

of departure in this model when I go on to the analysis of how the actors influenced the Sugar 

Reform.  

2.1.2.3. Critique of the Theories on Identification of Actors   

Mitchell et al. developed their theory for companies to identify the stakeholders most likely to 

influence them, and thereby which stakeholders to pay extra attention to. As I discussed in the 

literature review in section 1.7.2. stakeholder, interest group, or actor are similar terms, and I 

therefore find that stakeholder theory is relevant for my analysis. I will be careful to distinguish 

between the corporate world setting and the policy-making arena in my analysis.  

I argue that in addition to the three attributes of legitimacy, urgency, and power there is a fourth, 

which is crucial to the identification of actors to the reform. This attribute is saliency. This fourth 

attribute explains the actors’ potential of gaining influence on the Sugar Reform, because the more 

important sugar policy is to the actor, the more likely it is that a particular actor will influence the 

reform. Saliency will be incorporated in the model developed in the analysis in section 3.1.2.   

The commodity chain is a basic model that tends to be descriptive rather than analytical, as it 

depicts each function in the chain without claiming much, except from the fact that value is added 

to the product at each function. However, I believe that it is a valid model for identifying potential 

actors who influenced the Sugar Reform and thereby, the first part of the analysis will be 

performed. The second part of the analysis is conducted with the help of the theories on 

influencing policy-making.  

2.1.3. The Policy Cycle 
The policy cycle is a model which explains the chronology of a policy process (Jann and Wegrich in 

Fischer et al., 2007). It has been developed over many years, and the form given below in figure 2.1 

has been widely used with policy process evaluation. The model is both descriptive and analytical, 

since it describes the process of framing and implementing policy, and at the same time is a tool for 
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analyzing how these phases connect. The model is cyclical, because the output is evaluated and the 

feed-back is the basis of new agenda-setting.  

I will account for the theory of all five stages in the policy cycle in order to show that my analysis is 

part of the whole process of policy-making. However, my analysis will be based on “policy 

formulation” and “evaluation”, as they are the most relevant to my research question. The analysis 

of influencing policy-making will be analyzed within the policy formulation phase, and the impact 

assessment is analyzed within the evaluation phase.  

 

 Figure 2.1: The policy cycle with emphasis on policy formulation and evaluation 

 

2.1.3.1. Agenda-Setting 

The first stage in the policy cycle is to identify a problem. The problem must be of such a severity 

that state intervention is necessary (Jann and Wegrich in Fischer et al., 2007). To get on the 

agenda, the issue must be identified as one which governmental officials pay extra attention to. The 

next step is for the government to select this particular issue. Various actors can affect this process. 

Decision-makers choose issues which match their ideological and political standpoints and they are 

therefore in a powerful position. Besides politicians and bureaucrats, the media and interest groups 

can also have tremendous impact (Knill and Tosun in Caramani, 2011).  
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2.1.3.2. Policy Formulation 

Once an issue is set on a political agenda, policy formulation begins. Knill and Tosun clarify this 

process, “Policy formulation involves the definition, discussion, acceptance, or rejection of feasible 

courses of action for coping with policy problems” (in Caramani, 2011, p. 378). Knill and Tulon (in 

Caramari, 2011) further argue that interest groups are most likely to gain influence when policies 

require technical knowledge. Together with their staff, politicians will consider alternative options 

and make budgets (Sidney in Fischer et al., 2007). This might be a very long process involving 

negotiations and compromises. During this process in which governments make their decisions on 

various issues, various actors will try to influence their policy decisions.     

In section 3.2. the policy formulation process of the Sugar Reform example is analyzed in detail, by 

applying the theories presented below.  

2.1.3.3. Decision-Making 

This phase is very closely connected to policy formulation, since decision-making is merely a 

manifestation of the result of the policy formulation. Therefore, Knill and Tosun (in Caramani, 

2011) name this phase ‘policy adoption’. In theory, this is merely considered a sub-category to 

policy formulation in the policy process (Jann and Wegrich in Fischer et al., 2007).  

2.1.3.4. Implementation 

When a policy is passed by the government, it must be implemented. In essence, implementation is 

to convert the policy into practice (Knill and Tosun in Caramani, 2011). This task is often done by 

the responsible public institutions and organizations. In this phase, program details are specified in 

terms of how to interpret and execute it. Furthermore, it is decided who will be in charge of the 

execution and how the budget will be distributed. EU legislation is usually practically implemented 

by the national ministries and other relevant public institutions.  

2.1.3.5. Evaluation  

The final stage in policy-making is an evaluation of whether the intended outcomes of the policy 

have been obtained. Policies can also be evaluated according to the satisfaction of those affected by 

the policy and by long-term consequences (Knill and Tosun in Caramani, 2011). Depending on the 

evaluation, the result can be either to terminate or redesign the policy. A change of government or 

budget cuts can lead to termination of the policy. However, politicians usually prefer to declare new 

programs rather than terminate policies, since termination leaves the impression that the initial 

policy was an outright failure (Jann and Wegrich in Fischer et al., 2007). The evaluation will lead to 

a modified perception of the initial problem, and thereby the “new” issue is set on the agenda, and 

so the cyclical process of policy-making proceeds.  
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The policy cycle is most of all a framework to explain the process of policy-making and to structure 

empirical findings according to its five phases (Jann and Wegrich in Fischer et al., 2007). This is 

exactly what will be addressed in section 3.3. where the impact of the Sugar Reform is analyzed 

and empirical data is applied.  

2.1.3.6. Critique of the Policy Cycle 

The policy cycle is a framework which has been developed by various theorists over time. I have 

therefore used second order knowledge, as it would have been very time consuming to go through 

all texts on the model. However, I have relied on two different sources which provide a 

comprehensive overview of what have been written about the model.  

Chari and Kritzinger (2006) apply a more simplified model of policy-making, which only includes 

the stages of policy initiation and policy negotiation. I could have chosen this more flexible model 

in my analysis, thus avoiding trying to fit the Sugar Reform into a model which might be too 

square. However, I find that the policy cycle theory enables a better analysis, since it is more 

detailed.  

One criticism of the policy cycle theory is that it can be seen as a simplified picture of the real 

world. The stages often overlap, and evaluation can take place throughout the process, as one 

learns and creates new ideas and works with a policy. Also, the theory is not very explicit about 

how lobbyists influence policy formulation. This is where I include theories about lobbying the EU, 

in order to explain how policies are framed.  

2.1.4. Influencing Policy-Making 
As the relevant actors who influenced the Sugar Reform are identified, I will move on to analyzing 

the first part of my research question: How did actors influence the 2006 reform of the Common 

Market Organisation for Sugar? To influence policy-making is to lobby decision-makers (Erne in 

Caramani, 2010). The first step to influencing policy-making is to gain access to the relevant 

institutions, and I will therefore start by presenting the theory of access goods.  

2.1.4.1. Access Goods 

Bouwen (2002) claims that actors might possess three types of access goods which are relevant to 

policy-makers. Access goods are information from the private sector that is crucial in the EU 

policy-making process. This information can be expert knowledge, information about the European 

encompassing interest, and information about the domestic encompassing interest. Expert 

knowledge can help policy-makers understand the market, which will be affected by the legislation. 

Information about the European encompassing interest relates to the needs and interests of a 

sector in the European economic arena. An example would be the European sugar beet growers. 
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Information about the domestic encompassing interest concerns the needs and interests of a sector 

in the domestic market. An example would be the Danish sugar beet growers.  

According to Bouwen (2002), “the criticality of an access good for an EU institution determines the 

degree of access that institution will grant to the private actor that provides the critical good” (p. 

370). This means that the more critical knowledge the actor can provide the Commission, the more 

likely it is that the given actor will be able to influence the Sugar Reform. Access does not equal 

influence; however, it is a good tool to explain why some actors have access to certain parts of the 

policy-making process. Once access is achieved, what the actor chooses to do will affect the level of 

influence, and which of the three access goods an actor possesses is important to the way in which 

they can most effectively lobby.  

2.1.4.2. Lobby Strategies 

The lobby strategies I now present can help us understand how an actor gains influence once access 

to the policy-makers is attained. The European Commission definition of lobbying is: all activities 

carried out with the objective of influencing the policy formulation and decision-making 

processes of the European institutions (EU Commission, 2006). The policy formulation and 

decision-making process of the Sugar Reform is exactly what I will analyze, and the activities that 

are carried out to influence this process are now presented.   

Guéguen (2008) determines three different types of coalitions among lobbyists in Brussels. These 

are galaxy coalitions, sectoral coalitions, and horizontal coalitions. Galaxy coalitions are unions of 

several related associations under the same hat, for example the farm galaxy where organizations 

representing young farmers, specific crops, and COPA (Committee of Professional Agricultural 

Organisations) unite. Sectoral coalitions are where national associations unite in a European level 

organization. An example would be CIBE (International Confederation of European Beet Growers), 

since the members are sugar beet associations of each member country. Figure 2.2 shows the 

formal structure of a sectoral coalition operating with the EU.  
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Figure 2.2: An example of the structure of a typical sectoral coalition 

 

Guéguen’s argument is that sectoral coalitions are no longer influential, since there are too many 

organizations today due to the increasing number of member countries. Horizontal coalitions, on 

the other hand, hold great potential (Guéguen, 2008). The concept is to make a horizontal coalition 

with NGOs and/or businesses throughout the supply chain. These coalitions might be built through 

issue management lobbying, where organizations work together on a specific issue only, and have 

common interests.  

No matter which coalition one enters, one can choose between four different lobbying strategies: 

negative, defensive, reactive, or pro-active (Guéguen, 2008). A negative strategy is to oppose, 

block, and refuse any policy, but without proposing any credible alternatives. For example, the 

negative farming strategy would be soft when subsidies are accepted as to make up for a Sugar 

Reform, and hard when farmers block parliamentary buildings with tractors. Guéguen claims that 

a negative strategy is inefficient and old-fashioned. The defensive strategy is to defend one’s 

current position and oppose any evolution in the legislation. In the long run this strategy will fail. 

The reactive strategy is to wait and see and take no action. Finally, the pro-active strategy is to 

come up with alternatives as for example by working with new stakeholder groups. The groups 

should be transparent about their work, and they will eventually gain credibility.  

In section 3.2.2. this framework of lobby strategies by Guéguen is applied to analyze how the 

identified actors lobbied in favor of their own interests in the case of the Sugar Reform. 
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2.1.4.3. Critique of the Theories on Influencing Policy-Making 

Guéguen was secretary general of COPA-COCEGA from 1994 to 1996. Therefore he has hands-on 

experience with lobbying and agricultural organizations; however, he might also be biased since he 

has been a lobbyist himself. I will pay attention to this potential bias by taking a critical position 

towards his opinions, and by including opinions and experiences by others in my analysis and 

discussion. At times, Guéguen’s arguments are very square. This makes his theory a good case for 

discussion, by comparing and contrasting his arguments to those of other scholars and to my 

empirical data.  

Bouwen’s theory of access goods does not say anything about the degree of an access good provided 

by an actor trying to influence the Sugar Reform. This makes it difficult to go into depth with the 

analysis of how different actors providing the same access goods will gain different degrees of 

access to the decision-makers. By applying Bouwen and Guéguen’s theories of influencing policy-

making, the second part of my analysis is performed in section 3.2. The third and final part of the 

analysis is an impact assessment of the Sugar Reform.   

2.1.5. Impact Assessment  
The impact assessment is relevant to the last part of my research question: which actors benefited 

from the Sugar Reform? After the analysis of how actors influenced the Sugar Reform, it is 

interesting to go into whether or not these actors benefited from their efforts. Rather than making a 

general evaluation of the Sugar Reform, I will assess the impact of the Sugar Reform on each of the 

identified actors. The impact is set in relation to the influence of each actor and to the way in which 

they applied their influence.  This analysis will be performed within the evaluation stage of the 

policy cycle.  

Knill and Tosun (in Caramani, 2011) present a framework of evaluating policies, which includes 

three aspects.  First and foremost, it should be assessed whether the intended outcomes of the 

policy have been obtained. Second, the satisfaction of those affected by the policy and by long-term 

consequences is assessed (Knill and Tosun in Caramani, 2011). Evaluating the long-term 

consequences of the Sugar Reform is outside the scope of this thesis, as the Sugar Reform has only 

been in force for six years. I do not find it informative to try to estimate what might be the future 

effects of the Sugar Reform. It is much more relevant to analyze the satisfaction of the actors 

affected by the Sugar Reform. This is done empirically, by referring to the reactions to the Sugar 

Reform by the actors. I will analyze the intended and unintended consequences of the Sugar 

Reform by comparing statistics to the initial goals set by the Commission.    

Most literature on the impact of policies analyzes welfare effects of redistributive policies or the 

impact of environmental policies (Andersen in Caramani, 2011).  When it comes to evaluating 
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policy reforms, theory does not provide much guidance. A common model used within policy 

impact analysis consists of three stages: output, outcome, and impact. The output is the formal 

piece of legislation, which is the result of the decision-making phase in the policy cycle. This output 

is what I refer to as the Sugar Reform. The outcome is the concrete initiatives which are 

implemented on the national level in the implementation phase of the policy cycle. Finally, the 

impact is how the outcome influences the actors.  

 

 Figure 2.3: Policy impact 

 

As visualized in figure 2.3 above, this is a simple and sequential model. It is not an actual theory, 

but I can use it as a framework supplementing the policy cycle.  The model has been used by other 

researchers as a tool to analyze the performance of NGOs (Fowler, 1996). It is also applied by the 

World Bank and OECD for assessing direct versus indirect results of policies and short-term versus 

long-term results. It is evident that this is an open framework, as there are few restraints on how to 

apply it in the evaluation process.  

Andersen (in Caramani, 2011, p. 418) stated, “at any rate, effects must be assessed empirically”. 

Because the theoretical framework for impact assessment of policies is very limited, I will to a large 

extent rely on empirical data in the evaluation of the Sugar Reform. I find this method valid and 

informative, as I am interested in the impact on real world actors. The OECD guidelines of impact 

assessments draw attention to the importance of applying both quantitative and qualitative data, 

noting that “good evaluations are almost invariably mixed method evaluations” (OECD, 2012, p. 5). 

I follow this recommendation by relying on interviews and statistics in the evaluation of the Sugar 

Reform. My interviews are very relevant for the impact assessment, as both of my interviewees 

were deeply involved with the Sugar Reform. The OECD recommends relying on interviewees 

among the policy designer and those who are affected by the policy (OECD, 2012), and this is 

exactly what I will do. Furthermore, statistics on development in world production and trade of 

sugar will be informative as to the effect of the reform. This qualitative data will mainly be 

presented in graphs and pie charts in order to make it more easily assessable.  
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The policy cycle presented above argues that a reform is a result of the evaluation of the previous 

reform, and hence the cyclical structure of the model. The EU is already working on the succeeding 

reform to the Sugar Reform. The next reform will be effective from 2014, when the current 

Organisation of the Common Market for Sugar expires. In the discussion (section 4.3.), the 2014 

reform is briefly reflected upon.  

2.1.5.1. Critique of the Theories on Impact Assessment 

The impact assessment is theoretically weak. As stated above in the presentation of the policy 

cycle, the model is a good tool to structure empirical findings according to the phases (Jann and 

Wegrich in Fischer et al., 2007). Therefore, I believe that valid and reliable analysis is also possible 

when empirical data is the main source of evidence for the impact assessment. For assessment of 

the impact of a policy to be generalisable, a large sample of interviewees and empirical data is 

necessary (OECD, 2012). Therefore, I will only evaluate on the specific effects of the Sugar Reform 

which are analyzed in this thesis. It is possible that other effects could have been assessed had I 

applied other methods. 

2.1.6. Sub Conclusion on Theories  
The theoretical framework of the analysis is hereby laid out. Stakeholder theory is the main field of 

inspiration, and policy process theory will help explaining the Sugar Reform. Three themes provide 

the structure of the analysis – that is identifying actors, influencing policy-making, and impact 

assessment. Before this structure is applied to the analysis, I present the methodology in which I 

account for my empirical data and how this research will be conducted.  

 

2.2. Methodology 
Before the analysis is conducted, I account for the thoughts behind my research and how the 

analysis is operationalized. I critically reflect on the methods used in order to account for the 

credibility of my findings. The paradigm I am working within is the foundation of the thesis and my 

view on science. I am explicit about the methodological choices and the paradigm I am working 

within, so that the reader is able to assess the research process. I start with a discussion of my 

philosophy of science.   

2.2.1. Philosophy of Science 
I conduct my research within a political economy paradigm – the field of theories and data which I 

operate within. A paradigm is a view of the world, which steers the way research is conducted. 

(Koch in Fuglsang and Olsen, 2003), and ontology and epistemology elaborate the paradigm. 
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Ontology distinguishes between objectivity and subjectivity (Saunders et al, 2007). Being a realist, 

I perceive that there is an objective world independent of us and as researchers, we are to make 

empirical tests in order to see this reality. Below I account for how these tests have been 

performed. As I grew up on a farm, where sugar beets are a crucial crop, I cannot be 100 percent 

objective to the research. However, my background has also aroused the curiosity that has inspired 

the research.     

Epistemology is the next step in the process of producing knowledge, as it concerns how knowledge 

about the world is obtained. This is relevant to constitute what is acceptable knowledge within the 

research and to define the limits between the knowable and unknowable (Deanty and Strydom, 

2003). By following the critical realist tradition, a form of realism, I apply methods and data which 

are perceived as valid within this philosophy of science. Within critical realism reality is studied 

and explained (Jespersen in Fuglsang and Olsen, 2003). This reality includes forces which cannot 

be seen; what can be seen are the results of these underlying forces, and they have an impact on 

reality (Jespersen in Fuglsang and Olsen, 2003). I acknowledge that economic relations take place 

outside the scientific world, and changes occur constantly. Valid and reliable observations, 

theories, and analyses are part of reality, and they help create knowledge about the world. I 

therefore analyze actions of actors within society by applying relevant theories and data. I am 

aware that power relations are a strong underlying force in society and within policy-making in 

particular. The power relations will only be analyzed in the form that they were relevant to 

influencing the Sugar Reform. I will not analyze power relations within society or the EU in 

general.  

I am applying empirical data to analyze the research question and positivism is relevant for my 

search for the truth. However, I do not try to measure exact influence on the reform, but instead 

analyze and discuss how the actors tried to gain influence. Therefore, critical realism is more 

relevant in explaining the nuances of reality and my observations. Interpretivism is another 

philosophy of science which could have been applied to this thesis. In this case I would have looked 

into interpreting why the different actors chose the strategies they did. However, these 

interpretations would be out of the scope of my thesis. Therefore, critical realism is the best way of 

investigating my research question. I will now account for the approach, strategy, and purpose of 

the research.  

2.2.2. Research Design 
The approach to the thesis is deductive, as the ability of theory to explain the Sugar Reform is 

tested with empirical data. The research question has been phrased on the basis of both theories 

and my initial data collection. I have thereby also applied inductive elements, as this research made 
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me wonder why the Sugar Reform was completed the way it was. The deductive approach is 

relevant, as I test the existing theoretical perception of the reform by applying empirical data. In 

some respects data confirms theory, whereas in others it demonstrates that there are limits to what 

existing theory can predict. I therefore critically reflect on the theories and their ability to explain 

the process and the content of the reform.  

The strategy of the research is performed through a case study, since I have chosen to make my 

analysis for the sugar industry only. A case study is “a strategy for doing research which involves an 

empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life using multiple 

sources of evidence” (Robson in Saunders et al., 2007). By analyzing a single case I am able to go 

into depth with a phenomenon that few have researched before. The empirical case has already 

been presented (section 1.6.), and below it is discussed how this choice affects the validity and 

reliability of my thesis.  

This is mainly explanatory research, because the purpose is to understand the process and content 

of the Sugar Reform by explaining the strategies of those trying to influence the Sugar Reform. The 

descriptive content is kept to a minimum, since it does not add much to the analysis, other than a 

basic understanding of the industry. There are a few normative discussions in this thesis, as I 

reflect on the quality of the respective strategies of the actors and provide suggestions for more 

effective strategies. Below, I account for my empirical data and how it helped me obtain the 

purpose of the research.    

2.2.3. Empirical data 
In this paper, I rely on empirical data for my analysis. In order to answer my research question, it is 

crucial to gather information on the viewpoints of all actors. This data has been obtained directly 

by interviewing relevant actors as well as by gathering information on their opinions from other 

sources. The primary data sources are qualitative research interviews, which provided me with in-

depth knowledge on both the process and the content of the reform. Furthermore, they have 

allowed me to make associations between theory and data, by asking questions which set my case 

into perspective. Other primary sources applied are press releases and reports from the respective 

actors. Secondary data sources applied are articles and other literature which has been processed 

by others. Tertiary literature sources such as encyclopedias have only been applied when sources 

for primary or secondary literature were needed.  

Qualitative data constitutes the most important part of this research; however, quantitative data is 

included when relevant. Quantitative data in the form of statistics on the industry and world trade 

is crucial to the last part of my analysis, where the impact of the Sugar Reform is assessed. By 
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including quantitative data, I am able to take data from more countries into account which will 

contribute to a more comprehensive analysis.  

My first interview was with Jørn Dalby, who is President of CIBE, the International Confederation 

of European Beet Growers. He is also chairman of the Danish Sugar Beet Growers; however, his 

role at the European level was the most relevant and focused on in the interview. He has been 

President of CIBE since 2011, and he has been a member of the board of CIBE since 1998. The 

second interview was with Mariann Fischer Boel. She was Commissioner of Agriculture and Rural 

Development from 2004 to 2010 and thereby responsible for the 2006 Sugar Reform. She was also 

the Danish Minister of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries from 2001 to 2004.  

Semi-structured interviews are a good way of understanding how things are and how they work 

together (Kvale, 2007), and they are therefore helpful in furthering my explanatory study. The 

interviews are also applied throughout the analysis, and I refer to specific quotes when relevant. I 

remain critical and objective towards the opinions expressed in the interviews. Several questions 

were asked of both of the interviewees, since I wanted their point of view and expert knowledge on 

the subject. In this way I was able to compare and contrast opinions. The interviews have been 

audio recorded and transcribed (see appendixes). This is mainly for my own benefit, since it allows 

me to review the interviews over and over and to refer to specific quotes. During the interviews I 

was able to focus completely on the conversation and to ask follow-up questions, since I did not 

take notes. Furthermore, the recordings serve as documentation of the interviews. I possess the 

audio files in case one should be interested in listening to them. When Danish quotes are applied, a 

translation into English is made, and the original Danish quote is in the footnote. In the section 

below, I account for the validity and reliability of my research.  

2.2.4. Validity and Reliability of Data 
My focus in the data collection and analysis is to ensure that it is reliable and valid, in order to 

produce objective and consistent analyses. Reliability refers to consistency and trustworthiness and 

whether the research and the research findings are reproducible at other times or for other 

researchers (Kvale, 2007, p. 122). I focus on external factors and take care that my own 

presumptions do not interfere with the results. I argue that others would have reached the same 

results as I have, had they used the same methodological approaches.  

As a researcher I aim at remaining objective towards my sources. However, a common weakness of 

relying on interviews is that one risks sympathizing and agreeing with one’s interviewees (Kvale, 

2007). I did not have personal relationships with any of the interviewees beforehand. Therefore, I 

was able to maintain a professional distance during the interviews and afterwards when analyzing 

their contributions. However, a few of the questions that I posed seemed to guide the interviewees 
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towards specific answers. This is because at times, I was caught in the flow of the conversation and 

neglected to think about my objectives.  

The analysis is specifically on the case of the sugar industry, and the knowledge that is produced 

here is not directly transferable to other industries. My analysis explains how the sugar industry 

distinguishes itself, and one must therefore be careful not to make generalizations to other 

industries. The analysis is made about the sugar industry and for the sugar industry. However, 

analyzing the influence of actors and evaluating policies still provides some general ideas that are 

valid for most industries and other cases. Others can benefit from the analysis in order to assess 

complex processes of policy reforming. 

Validity rests on the researcher’s ability to continually check, question, and theoretically interpret 

the findings (Kvale, 2007 p.123). There is a risk in terms of validity in this research in that the 

information gathered through my interviews is biased towards the farmers and their interests, 

since the interviewees mainly represent these interests. In order to avoid this bias, I rely on data 

representing the views of other groups of actors as well. Furthermore, I analyze the data within the 

frameworks of relevant theories. When relying on secondary data, it is important to only use valid 

and reliable sources in order to avoid bias and false information. Whenever possible, I therefore 

rely on first or second hand sources to minimize the risk of misinterpretations.  

I chose to do the interviews rather late in the research process, since I needed to have a good 

understanding of the industry before I was able to ask relevant questions. The purpose of the 

interviews was to gain knowledge on the field from experts and to test my preliminary conclusions. 

At this point in the research phase, I had a better idea of what the interviewees would feel about the 

issues, and so there was a higher risk that I would ask leading questions. The main questions were 

sent to the interviewees beforehand so that they were able to prepare for the interview. This 

enabled them to catch up on some information that they are not working with in their everyday 

practice and in my opinion this contributed to a better quality of the interviews. The interviews 

were conducted as semi-structured interviews. I followed the structure which was sent to the 

interviewees in advance; however, in order to make the conversation more fluent, I allowed the 

interviewees take the conversations in new directions, when they had something unexpectedly, yet 

relevant, to say. Furthermore, I asked follow up questions in order to go more into depth about 

their answers. Both interviews were based on qualitative information. One was conducted face-to-

face, and one was a remote interview conducted over the telephone. I prefer face-to-face interviews, 

since they allow one to read more nuances from the interviewee, since their body language can also 

be observed. However, due to Jørn Dalby’s busy schedule, he preferred a telephone interview. I 

believe that the quality of this interview was very good, since it was conducted in a quiet 
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environment and in a good atmosphere. Mariann Fischer Boel was a little hesitant to answer the 

questions I asked her. Due to her background, she sometimes defended her reform more than 

answering the actual questions. However, as the interview progressed we got more into depth with 

the content, and she became more forthcoming with her answers. The location was Snapstinget at 

Christiansborg, the Danish Parliament. There was some background noise, but it did not disturb 

our conversation.  

2.2.5. Reflecting on the Methods 
In this research endeavor, I could have chosen a solely interview study, where I would have 

conducted interviews with representatives of all actors in the analysis. In this way, I could have 

gained more in-depth knowledge from these groups, both on their opinions and their strategies for 

gaining political influence. Conducting more interviews would have provided more nuances to the 

analysis. However, in my opinion much of the knowledge that would have been obtained through 

additional interviews would have been the same as that I already gained through my two interviews 

and through secondary sources.  

Had I collected more data, I could have performed inductive research, where the purpose would 

have been to develop a theory or a model. However, my two interviewees are the most relevant 

interviewees to my research question, as they were both at the core of the process of framing and 

implementing the reform. It would have been very time-consuming to conduct more interviews, 

and the gains would not have been significantly greater than those I have obtained by studying 

equally valid sources such as press releases and websites by the respective actors.  

Now that my data and methods are presented, I will begin the analysis.  
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Chapter 3: Analysis 

3.1. Identifying Actors 
I will now apply the theories of identifying relevant actors, which influenced the Sugar Reform. In 

order to analyze my research question, it is implied that actors who influenced the Sugar Reform 

will be identified. This analysis will lead to my model of the actors who influenced the Sugar 

Reform, which will be analyzed in the next section 3.2. First, I analyze the commodity chain below.  

3.1.1. Commodity Chain 
This analysis explains the distinct features of the sugar industry as well as helps to identify the 

most important actors within the industry. My focus is international, and I will account for the 

whole commodity chain from input to output. Due to my explanatory purpose I will also apply this 

analysis as a tool to better understand the sugar industry and the relationship between the various 

actors. Therefore, some elements will be descriptive; however, I will emphasize the analytical 

elements.  

The model I present is made specifically for the sugar industry. I will not delve into very technical 

details of production, since it would not provide any knowledge relevant to my research question. 

The lower part of the commodity chain is a direct extension of the first part.    

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.1: The commodity chain of the sugar industry 

 

The commodity chain starts with the researchers, as they develop the seeds for sugar beets or 

canes. They are constantly renewing themselves in order to increase yields, by for example making 

the seeds more resistant to weeds. The research usually takes place at the national level, and it is 

done in cooperation with the farmers. In Australia this research is done by the Sugar Research and 

Development Corporation, and the Danish equivalent is Nordic Beet Research.   
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The seeds are produced at various companies. There is a wealth of different sorts of seeds, which all 

have different qualities. The seeds are developed with the help of the researchers. The producers 

often sell seeds for a variety of crops. One of the major seed producers is KWS Group.  

In order to grow beets or canes, machinery is needed. The machinery is highly specialized, and 

different machines are used for different parts of the production. Furthermore, it is very costly, 

which is an important reason why it is a difficult business to enter. In developing countries, sugar 

cane production is still performed without any machinery. All over the world better and larger 

machinery is one of the keys to increasing productivity.  

Next on the commodity chain are sugar growers. The growers are one of the main groups in sugar 

production, since they are responsible for much of the process. Beet growers sow the seeds and 

take care of the plants until they are harvested. Within cane production, stalks of mature sugar 

canes are planted (Woodhead et al., 2006). Sugar canes grow for around 12 months from planting 

to harvesting, whereas sugar beets grow for six to eight months (Landbrug & Fødevarer, 2012). In 

most places, sugar canes are harvested twice a year, which allows a year-round production (Unica 

Sugarcane Industry Association, 2012, B). Sugar canes are grown in tropical and subtropical 

climates, and beets are grown in temperate climates, mainly in Europe. In many developing 

countries, canes are still harvested without machine power, and the farm sizes are therefore very 

small. In countries where mechanical harvesters are applied, they can be owned by the farmer or 

the mill (Higgins et al., 2007). In Australia the farm sizes are on average around 73 hectares 

(Canegrowers, 2011). Within beet production, the farm sizes also vary. In Slovakia, the average area 

is 90 hectares, whereas in Turkey the average is two hectares (Danske Sukkerroedyrkere, 2012). 

Family-owned farms are the norm within sugar beet production. An overall trend is that farm sizes 

are growing due to consolidation (Landbrug & Fødevarer, 2012 and Canegrowers, 2011). 

 

In cane production, the mills usually own the transportation facilities (Higgins et al., 2007), 

whereas transportation is the responsibility of the grower within beet production. Transportation 

costs are high, so the beet growers transport the beets to the nearest factory themselves, or they can 

hire a hauler. The factories are not in direct competition with each other since they have different 

supplier bases. The quality of both canes and beets diminishes quickly upon harvest; therefore they 

should be transported as soon as possible after harvesting. For shorter periods beets can be stored 

in the field in clamps which allows the harvest to be a little more flexible. The cane stalks are cut 

into billets upon harvest, since it makes transportation and further processing easier.   
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This brings us to the sugar factories, the next group in the commodity chain. When the beets and 

canes arrive at the sugar factories or mills, they are processed into the refined sugar that we as 

consumers buy at stores. The beets are washed, cut into slices and boiled (Woodhead et al., 2006). 

During this process the sugar is separated from the mass. Canes are crushed in order to separate 

the juice from the mass. In both beet and cane production, by-products are further processed into 

feedstock and nutrients for the soil (CIBE & CEFS, 2010). This is a complex process which takes 

place day and night, since the costly equipment at the factories has to be utilized at its fullest to 

control costs. At the same time, beets have a restricted time of storage, since the quality of the 

sugar will be diminished if they are not processed right away.  The factories are also responsible for 

storage, transportation, and marketing of the refined sugar. Many mills only produce raw sugar, 

which is processed into white sugar at refineries (Higgins et al., 2007). The sugar factories are 

owned by a few very big players. Nordzucker is one of the largest sugar producers in Europe, 

owning the factories in Northern Europe. Since the beet growers are very well organized, they are 

equal partners to the factories. The factories make contracts with the beet growers’ organization, 

and in this way the farmers are guaranteed a buyer of their beets and the factories have a steady 

supply. In the USA and Brazil, the co-dependent relationship goes even further, as the mills own 

the land in which the canes are grown (Higgins et al., 2007). This backward integration is not 

common within sugar beet production, since crop rotation is necessary in order to maintain the 

nutritional value of the soil. The Australian mills are owned by big conglomerates, in fact 53% of 

the mills are owned by partners in Singapore (Canegrowers, 2011).  

 

In the case mentioned above, the sugar would be sold to retailers; however, the industrial sugar 

users are another group of major customers of the sugar factories and mills. They perform the 

second industrial transformation of sugar. Examples of these industrial sugar users would be 

producers of soft drinks, cakes, ice creams, and dairy. Sugar serves as a sweetener and preservative, 

and the sugary products are constantly developed in order to better serve the industrial sugar users 

(Nordic Sugar, 2012, C). For example, 500 milliliters of the popular drink Coca-Cola contains a 

high amount of sugar, 53 grams, (Coca-Cola, 2012), and so such customers are significant 

customers for the sugar industry. The industrial sugar users are by far the largest buyer of sugar 

from the factories (presentation by former CEO of Nordic Sugar, Thomas B. Olsen, 22.09.2011). 

This is a global commodity chain in which industrial sugar users buy sugar internationally. EU 

sugar in excess of the quota may also be applied in the non-food production industries (Nordic 

Sugar A, 2012).  In such industries, sugar can be part of the production process but not the end-

product, with enzymes being an example.   
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As stated above, the retailers buy sugar directly from the factories and mills, and they buy products 

containing sugar from industrial sugar users. Sugar from factories is sold as a variety of products, 

such as syrup, fondant, and traditional white sugar (Nordic Sugar, 2012, C). The retail sector is a 

big and powerful one with increased bargaining power due to consolidation being common in this 

business (Fuchs and Kalfagianni, 2010). Among the biggest retailers in the world-market are Wal-

Mart, Carrefour, and Metro (BBC News, 2012).  

The final group in the commodity chain is consumers. They are the end-users of the product, which 

they buy at the supermarket, either in the form of pure sugar or as a by-product in processed food, 

e.g. cakes and soft drinks. Sugar is a bulk commodity with little product differentiation.  

3.1.1.1. Sub Conclusion on the Commodity Chain Analysis  

The commodity chain analysis has helped me identify the actors who form part of the sugar 

production and sales process and thereby they are possible actors in the Sugar Reform. In section 

3.2.2. I will refer to the commodity chain as a basis for forming efficient lobbying strategies; 

however, the main aim of the analysis is to identify relevant actors who influenced the Sugar 

Reform.  

I did not find any evidence that researchers, seeds and machinery producers were involved in the 

process of framing the Sugar Reform, and thereby they are not actors relevant for my analysis. 

They are simply too far from the core product in the commodity chain. Since transportation is 

performed by the growers or mills, I will not regard them as a separate actor. In the next section, I 

build on this commodity chain analysis, as the relevant actors are characterized in terms of their 

ability to influence the Sugar Reform. First, theory is applied as to analyzing whether other actors 

than those in the commodity chain might be relevant to the Sugar Reform.  

3.1.2. Credibility of Actors 
The actors identified through my commodity chain analysis all have economic interests in the EU’s 

sugar policy, since it affects their business. In the theory chapter, Chari and Kritzinger’s framework 

was introduced. Chari and Kritzinger (2006) split interest groups into the professional, the 

economic, and the public group.  The professional group consists of the sugar growers and the 

factories and mills. The economic group includes the second industrial transformation group and 

retailers. The public group is the consumers’ organizations. The last group which influenced the 

Sugar Reform was EU institutions. I will focus on the Commission, since they were responsible for 

the Sugar Reform. Furthermore, I will analyze the role of the bureaucrats, as they are also 

perceived as influential on policy-making. Since the sugar industry is important to national 

economies, EU states as well as sugar producing countries outside the EU influenced the Sugar 

Reform as well. I will support this argument with data in section 3.2.2.  
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These theories together with my data collection, the interviews in particular, support my argument 

that these are the most relevant actors to have influenced the Sugar Reform. They are found in 

figure 3.2 below.  

 

 Figure 3.2: The actors who influenced the Sugar Reform 

 

By applying the theory of Mitchell et al., I will analyze the credibility of each of these groups in 

terms of influencing the Sugar Reform. The credibility depends on whether they possess the three 

attributes: legitimacy, urgency, and power. The more attributes they possess, the more likely they 

are to influence the Sugar Reform.   

In figure 3.3 below, the actors are positioned according to their possession of the three 

characteristics of legitimacy, urgency, and power.  
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 Figure 3.3: Traditional characterization of the actors  

 

As can be seen in figure 3.3, the EU Commission is the only actor which possesses all three 

attributes. The EU Commission is the EU institution which makes proposals and negotiates with 

relevant parties in order to phrase the Sugar Reform in such a way that the Council will adopt it. 

Thereby, the Commission has power and legitimacy, and it is the only actor, which holds urgency. 

The Commission had the responsibility to adhere to the WTO ruling against the EU sugar regime, 

and it also had to meet the requirements within a reasonable timeframe. Urgency refers to whether 

the actors are interested in passing the reform right here and right now. All of the actors except for 

the Commission were in no hurry to get the Sugar Reform implemented. Some of the actors were in 

favor of the reform, but they did not show any willingness to hurry the process along. I will 

elaborate on this fact below, when saliency is analyzed.  
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The Commission is a ‘definitive’ stakeholder, as it possesses all three attributes. The Commission is 

also a special actor in this case, because not only does the Commission influence the Sugar Reform 

as the other actors, it is also the actor in charge of the submission of the Sugar Reform. As Chari 

and Kritzinger explains, the interest groups will try to influence the Commission to get influence on 

the Sugar Reform.  

The second group of actors are the ‘expectants’, as they expect to acquire influence. They possess 

two attributes, in this case legitimacy and power, and this makes them dominant actors. CIBE, the 

International Confederation of European Beet Growers, today represents around 400,000 sugar 

beet growers in 16 European countries (CIBE A). This makes them powerful and legitimate, since 

they represent those that would be affected directly by the Sugar Reform. The same can be said 

about the sugar factories, represented by CEFS (The Organisation of European Sugar Factories). 

They are the equivalent to CIBE but on the factory level. The industrial sugar users belong to the 

economic group. They are generally very powerful actors, since they have bargaining power as a job 

and growth creators. They also hold legitimacy, as they have a long tradition of working with the 

EU on matters of their interest, such as the Sugar Reform.   

The bureaucracy is the permanent staff to a government. They are specialized and trained to make 

unambiguous and standardized decisions (Müller in Caramani, 2011), and they have knowledge on 

the procedure and technicalities of policy-making. At the EU level, the Commissioners have a 

Directorate-General for Agriculture, which is the equivalent of a ministry. The Directorate-General 

for Agriculture works for the Commissioner of Agriculture, and phrases the policies that the 

Commissioner wishes to pursue. Furthermore, the Directorate-General for Agriculture guards the 

Commissioner in terms of who will get access, and has meetings with interests groups without the 

presence of the Commissioner (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). The bureaucrats therefore hold a 

powerful and legitimate position, as they have easy access to the decision-makers.  

The EU member states are legitimate and powerful, since the national ministers are the ones who 

will eventually adopt the Sugar Reform in the Council. The member countries had very different 

attitudes towards the Sugar Reform, and they all tried to influence it to their own benefit (Fischer 

Boel, Appendix B). The sugar industry is of great importance to national economies and 

employment, since sugar was produced in most EU countries. This caused a great deal of upheaval, 

until the reform was finally agreed upon. In section 3.2.2. I will elaborate on the positions and 

arguments by the most dominant member states.  
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The last group contains the ‘latent’ actors who possess one attribute only. These are not likely to 

pay much attention to the Sugar Reform. The retail sector is a powerful sector, as it consists of big 

chains with increasing turnovers as they consolidate. In general, the retailers might have legitimacy 

in EU matters; however, there is no evidence that the retailers had any relationship with the Sugar 

Reform. The retailers might lack experience and knowledge regarding the Common Organisation 

for Sugar necessary to attain the relationship with the EU that would have provided legitimacy in 

this matter.  

Sugar producers outside the EU hold legitimacy, as they sell in the EU market. The group of least 

developed countries, in particular, was interested in maintaining high prices, which were high 

relative to world market prices. The growers and the mills worked together on this, and they were 

represented by their governments (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). In this analysis, they do not belong 

to the same group as the sugar beet growers, since they influenced the Sugar Reform separately and 

with different strategies. The consumers within the EU are represented by the umbrella association 

BEUC (The European Consumers’ Organisation). As an umbrella association, BEUC does not have 

direct contact with consumers, but they represent their interests in the policy-making phase. They 

possess legitimacy, as they had an obvious interest in lowering the consumer prices on sugar. 

However, it seems that BEUC does not possess the power necessary to put their argument on the 

agenda. I will discuss this issue in section 3.2.2.  

3.1.2.1. Saliency – the fourth Attribute  

In my critique of this theory in section 3.1.2. I argued that saliency would be a fourth attribute 

possessed by actors. An actor is salient when the Sugar Reform would be crucial to the business of 

the actor. This is mainly based on economic interests. The more crucial sugar is to the business or 

interest of the actor, the more salient that actor would be. One might argue that all actors possess 

saliency, otherwise they would not be an actor at all. The actors possessing saliency in this analysis 

are those, to whom sugar plays a decisive role. I present all actors’ possession of each attribute in 

this table:  
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Table 3.1: Possession of attributes – including saliency  

 

Within the EU, sugar is merely one out of many crops grown, so one would not expect the 

Commission to pay particular interest to the Sugar Reform. However, I claim that the Commission 

possessed saliency, because they were bound by the WTO ruling. As a legitimate actor in the world 

economy, the EU would have to adhere to such a ruling, and it was therefore crucial to them that 

the reform was passed.  

As I discussed above, it would be reasonable to expect BEUC to have possessed urgency, because 

the organization was pleased with the fact that the Sugar Reform was expected to decrease 

consumer prices on sugar (EU Commission, 2005, A). Saliency explains this controversy, as sugar 

is just one out of many product groups which BEUC are concerned with. The same could be said 

about the retailers and the industrial sugar users. Sugar prices are important to them, because it is 

an ingredient in many of the products made and sold by them. Looking at the big picture though, 

sugar is not salient to them, as it is not crucial to the variety of their operations.  

The sugar producers outside the EU, on the other hand, possess saliency. In many of these 

countries, sugar is a big commodity with a huge impact on the export of the countries. 

Furthermore, the EU is an important market for them. If they were to be paid less for their product, 

it would have a tremendous impact on their national economies and for their sugar producers in 

particular.   This is not true for any of the EU member states or for the bureaucracy. None of them 

were dependent on sugar, so they did not possess saliency. It is obvious that CIBE and CEFS 

possessed saliency, because sugar is the meaning of their entire existence. The reform had potential 

Actor/Attribute Legitimacy Urgency Power Saliency 

Commission x x x x 

CIBE x  x x 

CEFS x  x x 

Industry x  x  

Bureaucracy x  x  

EU states x  x  

Retailers   x  

Sugar producers 

outside the EU 
x   x 

BEUC x    
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of harming their members, so it was the primary task of both actors to try to influence the reform 

to their benefit.  

3.1.3. Sub Conclusion on the Identified Actors 
The analysis has identified the nine groups of actors, who were likely to have influenced the Sugar 

Reform. By assessing the credibility of each actor, it is clear that the Commission, and the EU sugar 

beet growers and factories were the actors most likely to have influenced the Sugar Reform, as 

these three possessed the most attributes. There are various degrees of the four attributes, and that 

is why some actors might have been more influential than others, even though they possess the 

same attributes. In the next section I will discuss how each group worked to influence the Sugar 

Reform.  

 

3.2. Influencing Policy-Making 
Discussed in this section is the phase of the policy cycle in which actors try to influence policy-

making. The theories of access goods and lobby strategies are applied to analyze how the actors 

influenced the Sugar Reform. To influence the Sugar Reform is to modify the perception of the 

decision-makers in favor of the opinions of the respective actors. Thereby, I analyze the first part of 

my research question: How did actors influence the 2006 reform of the Common Market 

Organisation for Sugar? The last part of the research question is answered within the framework 

of the evaluation phase of the policy cycle. As the analysis of influencing policy-making proceeds, 

the characteristics of the policy formulation phase in the policy cycle will be analyzed. The policy 

was defined as the Commission presented their initial proposal. The Commission had the goals of 

improving synergies within the EU and creating economic growth (EU Commission, 2005, B). 

However, in this particular case, a WTO ruling against the EU put very clear restrictions on the EU. 

The Commission was aware that it would not be able to pass its initial proposal (Fischer Boel, 

Appendix B), but the proposal served as the starting point of the discussions and negotiations, 

which also take place in the policy-formulation phase. We start with the analysis of how actors 

gained access to the policy formulation phase.  

3.2.1. Accessing the Policy Formulation  
The relevant actors who influenced the Sugar Reform were identified in section 3.1. I now apply 

Bouwen’s theory of access goods in order to analyze how each of these actors gained access to the 

decision-makers, by supplying different kinds of knowledge relevant to the policy-making.  
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In this part of the policy-making process, the Commission had become the institution that 

demanded access goods rather than supplying them. The Commission was one out of several actors 

who influenced the Sugar Reform; however, they had a special role, since they were also 

responsible for negotiating the Sugar Reform which would eventually be adopted by the Council. In 

the policy formulation phase, the Commission had therefore moved to the center, as it would 

receive information from the other actors. The model in figure 3.4 was presented in the previous 

section, where the relevant actors which influenced the Sugar Reform were identified. It visualizes 

how every actor supplied access goods to the Commission in order to influence the Sugar Reform.  

 

Figure 3.4: Actors who supplied access goods to the Commission in the policy formulation 

process 

 

The access goods are expert knowledge, information on the encompassing European interest, and 

information on the encompassing domestic interest. It is now analyzed how each actor supplied 

one or more of these types of information to the Commission in order to get access to the policy 

formulation process.   

The EU member states and the sugar producers outside the EU supplied information on their 

respective domestic interests. Both groups brought to the attention of the Commission information 

on how the reform would affect the sugar industries in their respective countries. I did not find any 

evidence that sugar producers outside the EU, other than the ACP (African, Caribbean and Pacific) 
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states, tried to gain access to the Commission in the policy formulation phase. They found it 

difficult to obtain full access to the policy-making process (Daugbjerg & Swinbank, 2009). The 

Brazilian association of sugar growers was not represented in Brussels in 2005 (Unica Sugarcane 

Industry Association, 2012, A), so they did not have the necessary contacts relevant to the policy-

making process. The Commission was mainly concerned about the actors within the EU, since they 

are first and foremost accountable to EU citizens. As with the Commission, it was a given that the 

EU member states had access to the policy-making process, because the member states are 

represented in the Council. The Commissioner was therefore concerned with getting every member 

state to accept her proposal. I elaborate on the negotiation process in the analysis of lobby 

strategies below.  

 

CIBE and CEFS provided expert knowledge on how the European sugar growers and factories 

would be affected by the reform, and more specifically which technicalities would have to be taken 

into consideration. Daugbjerg and Swinbank (2009) argue that the Common Market Organisation 

for Sugar is a very delicate policy area, where discussions tend to be so technical that the 

organizations representing the sugar producers are given access to the Commission since they are 

among the very few which actually understand how to maneuver in this area. At the same time, 

CIBE and CEFS provided information on the encompassing European interests, since they are both 

umbrella associations at the EU level. Their role is thereby to represent the viewpoints of the 

collective European sugar industry. Their members create many jobs within agriculture and at the 

sugar factories throughout Europe. It is a strong argument that EU support for the members of 

CIBE and CEFS should be diminished at an absolute minimum, since job creation is important to 

the Commission’s goal of creating economic growth (EU Commission, 2005, B). CEFS has often 

emphasized that it would be risky for the EU to rely on three countries only – that is Brazil, 

Thailand and Australia – for world sugar production (CEFS, 2011, A). In 2005, Brazil, Thailand, 

and Australia were responsible for 50 percent of the world trade in sugar (FAO Stat, 2012, A).  

 

Due to technicalities of the Common Market Organisation for Sugar it can be a very difficult matter 

to discuss for one who is not an insider. It might explain why BEUC found it difficult to get access 

to the policy-making process. As an organization on general consumer interests, they were not able 

to provide any expert knowledge on the reform. What they possessed was information on the 

European encompassing interest, in terms of what the reform would mean for European 

consumers. BEUC had reason to be optimistic about the Sugar reform, as consumer prices on sugar 

were expected to decrease as a consequence of the price cut on raw sugar (EU Commission, 2005, 
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A). As discussed in section 3.1.2. a problem for BEUC was also that they were only credible in terms 

of legitimacy, but lacked the saliency and power to get their views to the core of the policy-

formulation.  

Bouwen (2004) argues that the EU prefers listening to lobbyists from representative organizations 

rather than individual firms. This makes it difficult for the industrial sugar users and the retailers 

to get access to the policy-making process, as they often address the Commission as individual 

companies. However, Fuchs and Kalfagianni (2010) argue that the sugar industry and retailers are 

very powerful, and therefore more likely to influence EU policy-making. Both actors are powerful, 

because they consist of companies with high turnovers and thereby the resources to make their 

interests heard. Finally, both businesses create a lot of jobs throughout the EU, and the 

Commission is not interested in making policies which hurt workers. The lack of saliency towards 

sugar, particularly within the retail sector, made them unable to provide expert knowledge. The 

retailers and the industrial sugar users possessed information on the encompassing domestic 

interest when addressing the Commission as individual companies. However, the biggest players 

among the industrial sugar users and the retailers would be able to supply information on the 

encompassing European interests, as they do business throughout the EU. It is more likely that the 

industrial sugar users and the retailers would get access to the Commission if they possess 

information on the encompassing European interests rather than domestic interests, because the 

Commission is supposed to make a reform that represents the interests of Europe rather than 

domestic interests.  

The bureaucrats are the only actors which would be able to supply all three access goods. The 

Directorate-General for Agriculture has specialists at his disposal who hold expert knowledge about 

the sugar industry. However, they might rely on CIBE and CEFS to provide some of this knowledge, 

as the Directorate-General for Agriculture consists of administrators, who have hands on 

experience with neither farming nor sugar production. They do have information about both the 

European and domestic encompassing interests, as they are the primary advisors to the 

Commissioner in these matters. The Commissioner works closely with the Directorate-General for 

Agriculture in the phase of policy-making (Fischer Boel, Appendix B).  
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Table 3.2 sums up the access goods supplied by each actor:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: Possession of access goods  

 

3.2.1.1. Reflecting on the Access Goods  

Sidney, in Fishcer et al. (2007), argues that in the phase of policy-making, expert knowledge is the 

access good most likely to be appreciated by decision-makers. The reason why the European sugar 

industry, represented by CIBE and CEFS, had high access to the Commission is that their 

knowledge was critical. The Commission does not have an interest in creating unnecessary loss of 

jobs, and therefore they were willing to listen to the actors who would risk losing jobs as a 

consequence of the reform. This might also explain why the sugar producers outside the EU had 

difficulties getting full access to the Commission. The Commission is first and foremost responsible 

to EU citizens and their needs. Daugbjerg and Swinbank (2009) explain that the ACP countries put 

a huge effort into lobbying the Commission, and the Commissioner met with their representative to 

hear their arguments (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). However, their information on domestic interests 

was simply not critical to the EU. The cynical explanation might be that as much as the 

Commission wanted to support the LDCs (Least Developed Countries) and the ACP states, they 

were not responsible to this group, since they are not members of the EU.  

Bouwen (2002) states that access does not equal influence – access is only the first step. When an 

actor has obtained access to the decision-makers, they will have to utilize it wisely in order to 

influence policy-making. The best tool to accomplish this is an effective lobby strategy.  

Actor/Access good Expert knowledge 

Information on the 

encompassing European 

interest 

Information on the 

encompassing domestic 

interest 

CIBE x x  

CEFS x x  

Industry  x x 

Bureaucracy x x x 

EU states   x 

Retailers  x x 

Sugar producers 

outside the EU 
  x 

BEUC  x  
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3.2.2. Lobbying in the Policy Formulation Phase 
“Instead of a rational selection among alternative policies, decision-making results 

from bargaining between diverse actors within a policy subsystem – the result being 

determined by the constellation and power resources of  (substantial and 

institutional) interest of the involved actors and processes of partisan mutual 

adjustment” (Jann and Wegrich in Fischer et al., 2007, p. 49).  

Jann and Wegrich hereby argue that one will obtain influence on policy-formulation if one lobbies. 

A policy is framed on the basis of different interests, and the more successful an actor is in 

presenting these interests to decision-makers, the more likely it is that the actor will influence the 

outcome. I am interested in this subsystem of policy-making, and apply Guéguen’s theory to 

analyze how to influence policy-making.  

In the phase of policy formulation, the Commissioner defines the policy problem and analyzes the 

proposal which addresses this problem. The WTO ruling against the EU imposed a task on the 

Commissioner, as a reform of the Common Market Organisation for Sugar was inevitable as a 

result of the ruling. Thereby the discussions with the actors who would be affected by the reform 

would not be about whether or not to implement a reform, but about how extensive the reform 

would be. During the discussions with various actors, the Commissioner of Agriculture travelled 

around Europe to talk to farmers, sugar factories, and others who had an interest in the reform 

(Fischer Boel, Appendix B). The most engaged actors would also come to Brussels to talk to the 

Commissioner. The discussions led to the final negotiations with agricultural ministers of each EU 

member country, and compromises were made in order to pass the reform. This led to the final 

acceptance by member countries. The implementation stage mainly took place in the respective 

member countries and it is outside the scope of this thesis to discuss the implementation of the 

reform.  

The actors used different strategies to influence the policy-making process. These strategies are 

analyzed according to Guéguen’s theory of coalition-building and approaches towards the task of 

framing the Sugar Reform. Finally, I propose alternative strategies that would have enhanced the 

actors’ possibilities of gaining influence on the Sugar Reform.  

3.2.2.1. Coalition-Building 

When different actors build coalitions, they make joint efforts in the belief that it will increase their 

influence collectively compared to if they had lobbied alone (Guéguen, 2008). It is natural for 

CIBE, CEFS, and BEUC to lobby through the sectoral structure, because it is the way each of these 

organizations are constructed. They represent national member organizations, as presented in 

figure 2.2 in the theory chapter.  
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BEUC supported the Sugar Reform proposed by the Commission because a decrease in sugar prices 

would be likely to benefit consumers. However, they would have liked the Sugar Reform to be 

much more wide-ranging (BEUC, 2005). More specifically, they would have liked to see the 

Commission do more to support the sugar growers in developing countries, rather than to 

compensate EU sugar growers.  Many members of CIBE felt that they would be exposed to unfair 

international competition, since they were no longer compensated for the high level of expenses in 

many EU countries due to for example high taxes, high salaries, and environmental protection 

requirements. They would therefore have liked the EU sugar beet growers being compensated by 

more than 60 percent (Dalby, 2005, A).  CIBE was very active in lobbying the EU because the Sugar 

Reform was a salient issue for them. The same holds true for CEFS. I analyze their joint strategy 

below.  

 

Guéguen (2008) uses the term farm galaxy to describe the entire group of EU organizations 

relevant to agriculture. There were some initial meetings between CIBE and COPA-COCEGA 

(Dalby, Appendix A); however, the farm galaxy did not play any role in the policy-making of the 

Sugar Reform. COPA-COGECA is the main agricultural organization, and they had set themselves 

out of influence as they lost legitimacy. Fischer Boel was very clear on this,  

“COPA is the most anti-progressive, conservative, reactionary organization you will 

ever meet. The leaders, or many of the leaders, are the Poles and the Spaniards – all 

those who do not want to change things. Things are to remain as they have been 

always. And when I came to COPA, it was only because… not with joy, I tell you, 

because they were awful” (Appendix B, p. 95).1  

Guéguen (2008) agrees, as he argues that COPA-COGECA is ineffective and lacks strategies of how 

to make themselves heard. His opinion is authoritative because as a former president of the 

organization, he has significant knowledge regarding their internal methods.  

Without COPA-COGECA there were no organizations within the farm galaxy that could have 

supported CIBE and CEFS in their effort to influence the Sugar Reform, because it was not a salient 

case to any of the other organizations. However, CIBE and CEFS worked very well together in a 

horizontal coalition. Since the two organizations share many interests, it was natural for them to 

make a joint strategy on matters that would affect both the factories and the growers. An argument 

                                                           
1 Translation of original quote: ”COPA er det mest reaktionære, konservative, bagstræberiske organisation, 
du nogensinde kan komme ud for. De toneangivende eller mange af de toneangivende der er jo polakkerne, 
det er spanierne – alle dem som ingen ting vil. Det skal blive lige som, det har været altid. Og når jeg kom i 
COPA, så gjorde jeg det kun af… ikke med glæde kan jeg sige dig, for de var rædselsfulde.” 
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that both organizations agree on is that this type of reform will encourage lack of development and 

activities in rural areas (CIBE/CEFS Position Paper). As mentioned in the case presentation 

(section 1.6.) this is among the purposes of the CAP, so the Commission was sympathetic to the 

argument. The coalition of CIBE and CEFS was unsatisfied with the tremendous price reduction of 

39 percent proposed by the Commission (EU Commission, 2005, A). It was due to their effort at 

influencing the Commission that the price reduction eventually was set at 36 percent (Europa, 

2005).  

This type of horizontal coalition is built on the basis of partners in the commodity chain (Guéguen, 

2008). It often comes natural to organizations, because they are the immediate network of an 

organization, as these actors are connected in the process of making a product. The commodity 

chain consists of two parts, upstream and downstream (Guéguen, 2008). Upstream is the first part 

of the commodity chain up until the industrial sugar users, and the downstream starts with the 

retailers. Let us have a look again at the commodity chain of the global sugar industry with an 

emphasis on the relevant actors.  

 

 Figure 3.5: The global sugar commodity chain with emphasis on relevant actors 

 

The initial part of the commodity chain did not influence the Sugar Reform, but a horizontal 

coalition among the European sugar growers and the sugar factories is within the upstream 

commodity chain. Furthermore, CEFS made a horizontal coalition with the workers’ unions (Dalby, 
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Appendix A). The workers are an implicit but important group within the sugar factories. The 

Sugar Reform would be very harmful to the workers, as many would lose their jobs. This is an 

example of upstream commodity chain network and ‘issue management lobbying’, because the 

coalition was built with only one purpose – to influence the Sugar Reform. In the impact 

assessment (section 3.3.), the success of the coalition between the factories and the workers is 

reflected upon.  

 

CIBE made a coalition with the NGO Oxfam. It came to a surprise to many, because the two 

organizations rarely share opinions. Now they both supported the ACP states, because they agreed 

that the Sugar Reform would make these countries worse off (Dalby, Appendix A). Up until then, 

the ACP states had benefited from a preferential trade agreement, which made the EU an attractive 

market for them to sell their sugar. With the Sugar Reform, the EU price on sugar would decrease, 

and it would make it more difficult for sugar producers in the ACP states and within the EU at once 

(Aagaard, 2005). It is a good example of issue management lobbying, as no one would expect CIBE 

and Oxfam to build a long term relationship, but they saw through their differences and created a 

coalition that gave benefits to both. If we go back to the theory by Mitchell et al. applied in the 

analysis of identifying actors in section 3.1.2. I would argue that CIBE increased legitimacy by 

making a coalition with the ACP countries, represented by Oxfam. At the same time, the ACP states 

gained power in the policy-making process, because they had found a strong partner in CIBE.   

3.2.2.2. Lobbying without Coalitions 

Every actor can choose to lobby through the firm, the national association, or a European 

organization if any relevant one exists (Guéguen, 2008). I did not find any evidence that 

downstream coalitions were build. An example would be if the retailers and the consumers had 

made a coalition. Neither the retailers nor the industrial sugar users lobbied through coalitions. As 

discussed in the commodity chain analysis (section 3.1.1.), the retail group mainly consists of very 

big and influential companies, with established practices of lobbying the EU through the firm. 

Furthermore, the retailers had little saliency within sugar. They are too far from the raw product in 

the commodity chain. Had they build a horizontal coalition with consumers or the industrial sugar 

users, they could have gained legitimacy. However, the lack of saliency explains why the retailers 

did not choose this strategy.    

In this policy-making process, the industrial sugar users were mainly represented by big companies 

and in some cases national organizations. CAOBISCO is an organization representing about 2,000 

companies producing chocolate, biscuits and confectionery within the EU (CAOBISCO, 2012). It 

could have been a relevant actor, but did not play a big role within the policy formulation of the 
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Sugar Reform. UKISUG is the British organization for industrial sugar users which supported the 

Sugar Reform, believing it would help increase their members’ competitiveness to see sugar prices 

decrease (Fletcher, 2005). However, they also had reservations. Both the British and the Spanish 

organizations of industrial sugar users argued that the reform would mainly benefit the growers, 

because they were compensated for leaving the business, whereas the industrial sugar users and 

consumers would have to pay for this (Fletcher, 2005). This argument is simply not true; to the 

contrary, the industrial sugar users would be able to buy sugar at a price 36 percent lower than 

prior to the reform (Europa, 2005). A very strong argument of the industrial sugar users is that 

they create jobs and growth. This is a main concern for the Commission, so the industrial users of 

sugar had significant influence. Nestlé is an example of a very big buyer of industrial sugar. The 

company is in general against the Common Market Organisation for Sugar, as they prefer free 

markets, where they are not restrained by import quotas (Nieburg, 2012). Most important for them 

is a steady and sufficient supply of sugar, and without quotas they feel that they would be better 

able to buy the necessary sugar in the world market.  

The industrial users of sugar could have made a coalition with the consumers, since they are both 

in favor of the reform and the decrease in prices in particular. The strategies of the actors will now 

be analyzed.  

3.2.2.3. Lobby Strategies 

Whether or not an actor chooses to enter a coalition, they can apply different strategies. These are: 

negative, defensive, reactive, or pro-active (Guéguen, 2008). Table 3.3 provides an overview of the 

strategies applied by each actor. They are discussed in detail below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.3: Lobby strategies 

 

Actor/Strategy Negative Defensive Reactive Pro-active 

CIBE x x  x 

CEFS  x  x 

Industry   x  

Retailers   x  

Sugar producers outside the EU  x  x 

BEUC   x  
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Guéguen (2008) argues that the farm lobby usually uses the negative strategy. Especially the 

French farmers have become notoriously known for opposing reforms of the CAP and blocking EU 

buildings with their tractors if necessary. Guéguen (2008) describes the negative strategy as 

inefficient and old-fashioned. The COPA-COGECA experience is a good example where opposing 

all suggested reforms will set an organization out of influence. CIBE arranged a joint 

demonstration with the workers organizations in front of the European Parliament (Dalby, 

Appendix A). However, I argue that CIBE’s overall strategy was not negative. As discussed below, 

they applied multiple strategies.  

Taking on a defensive strategy, an organization will try to defend the current Common Market 

Organisation for Sugar and oppose any changes. Guéguen (2008) argues that this was the position 

taken by the sugar industry during the policy-making process of the Sugar Reform. CEFS would 

disagree to this perception of their effort, as the organization sees themselves as active and positive 

towards the policy-making process (CEFS, 2011, A). The ACP states used a defensive strategy, 

because they wanted the Common Market Organisation for Sugar to proceed. Below, the strategy of 

the ACP states is analyzed further. Guéguen (2008) argues that in the long run, the defensive 

strategy will fail.  

A reactive strategy is best described as static, as an organization would not take any action 

(Guéguen, 2008). I argue that this strategy was applied by BEUC, the retailers, and the industrial 

users of sugar. They presented their views in the media, but I did not find any evidence that they 

tried to influence the Commission extensively.  

The fourth and final strategy is pro-active (Guéguen, 2008). In this case, an organization is credible 

and transparent in the ways it works, and it will propose different and often new measures to gain 

influence. CIBE is absolutely transparent about its work, as it publicizes information on who they 

have meetings with. This strategy also benefits the organization, as it serves as documentation to its 

members on what it does to service its members. A pro-active actor will present alternative 

solutions and find new ways to work. CIBE and CEFS did this as they made joint proposals with a 

NGO representing the ACP states and the workers’ unions respectively. Thereby, I argue that CIBE, 

CEFS, and the ACP states applied multiple strategies.  

The strategies of each of the bureaucrats and the EU member states were very different, and they 

are analyzed below.  

3.2.2.4. National Pressures 

The sugar producers outside the EU had a coalition in the form of the group of ACP states. This 

group was very active in lobbying the Commission (Fischer Boel, Appendix B), and they were 
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represented by their governments with Mauritius as the frontrunner. They represented the entire 

sugar industries within the respective ACP states – both sugar growers and refineries.   

The ACP states made a horizontal coalition with the NGO Oxfam (Oxfam, 2005). Indirectly, this led 

to an issue management coalition with CIBE, as they made a joint protest against the Sugar 

Reform. The ACP states were the most active lobby group from outside the EU, because their 

salience was high. They would be directly affected by the Sugar Reform, because they would lose 

the benefit of exporting to the EU at higher prices. The ACP states held negotiations with the 

Commissioner, and the result was that they would be compensated by 40 million Euros (Official 

Journal of the European Union, 2006). They were not satisfied with the size of the compensation 

package however, and they would have liked the price cuts to be more gradual, so that they would 

have more time to adjust (International Food and Agricultural Trade Policy Council, 2005). A 

major problem for many ACP states was that they were highly dependent on the EU as an export 

market, because they had guaranteed high prices up until now. The ACP states would now have to 

diversify their sugar exports in order to be less vulnerable to price fluctuations in the world market.  

The LDCs would have duty and quota free access to the EU due to the Everything But Arms 

Agreement. The agreement was adopted in 2001, and fully implemented on sugar in 2009 

(Pilegaard, 2009). This was an advantage for the ACP states which also belonged to the group of 

LDCs. However, those who did not belong to the group, claimed that they were exposed to unfair 

competition (International Food and Agricultural Trade Policy Council, 2005). 

There are various other organizations representing the world’s sugar growers, but they did not play 

any role (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). Below is discussed whether sugar producers outside the EU 

would have been more likely to influence the Sugar Reform if they had formed other coalitions.  

 

The formal negotiations of the Sugar Reform took place between the Commissioner and the 

ministers of agriculture of the respective member countries. After the policy formulation phase, 

these ministers would have to pass the Sugar Reform in the Council, and it was therefore crucial for 

the Commissioner to win their support.  

The EU member states were very active in coalition-building. Fischer Boel argued that if a country 

wants influence, it has to find allies among other member countries in order to increase the power 

of their argument (Appendix B). The Commissioner’s goal was to win the support of a majority of 

the votes in the Council (Appendix B), as the countries weigh of votes reflects the size of the 

country – that is what is called qualified majority voting (Europa, 2012, A). States and 
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organizations are more likely to obtain influence when they are pro-active and when they 

understand the policy-making process (Fischer Boel, Appendix B).  

In the beginning of the policy-making process, the member states were divided into two groups, 

those in favor of the Sugar Reform and those against it. Overall, the grouping applies for most 

reforms of the CAP, as some countries are more pro free markets than others. Denmark, Sweden, 

and the UK are usually in favor of liberalization of the CAP (Nedergaard, 2006). This was also the 

case with the Sugar Reform. Denmark was one of the few countries that would have liked the 

reform to be even wider in scope, for example by cutting prices even more (Aagaard, 2005). 

However, this was unrealistic as there was a big divide between those for and those against the 

reform. The Danish government had appointed the Commissioner responsible for the reform thus 

it was expected that Denmark would support the reform.  

Germany supported the Sugar Reform as well. The German minister said,  

“[f]undamentally, the proposal is positive. It combines market oriented and 

competitive sugar production with the aim of achieving more fairness in the 

international trade in agricultural commodities”2 (Kragh, 2005). 

Fischer Boel appreciated the German support, and she explains that Germany went even further, as 

they took on a pro-active approach by mediating between the opposing parties (Appendix B). 

Thereby, Germany set itself in a favorable position, showing that the country was willing to make 

compromises and help find solutions.   

Ireland, on the other hand, led the opposition against the reform. Together with 13 other member 

states, they wanted to protect their respective national sugar industries from the Sugar Reform 

(Department of Agriculture, 2010). This was a rather defensive strategy in which their only 

response was to block any reform. Poland and Spain also belonged to this very skeptical group of 

member countries (Kragh, 2005). Poland took on a plain negative strategy, as its minister refused 

to take part in the negotiations outside his daytime work hours (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). As the 

final negotiations took place during the night, Poland was not able to influence the Sugar Reform 

policy-making process to a significant degree. Portugal, Greece, and Italy opposed the Sugar 

Reform as well, as they knew that it would have severe consequences for their rather inefficient 

sugar industries (International Food and Agricultural Trade Policy Council, 2005). 

                                                           
2
 Translation of quote: ” Udspillet er fundamentalt set positivt. Det kombinerer markedsorienteret og 
konkurrencedygtig sukkerproduktion med målet om at nå frem til mere fairness i den internationale handel 
med landbrugsvarer” 
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As the Commissioner proceeded with her negotiations, trying to win the support from this group, 

they realized that the Sugar Reform was inevitable. The countries had made it clear that the Sugar 

Reform would not benefit them, but they had to respect the WTO ruling. Their strategy became 

more pro-active at the end stages of the policy-making process, as they tried to negotiate certain 

benefits for their own respective industries (Department of Agriculture, 2010). These negotiations 

were therefore not based on the size of the price cuts or the length of the transition period, but 

rather on receiving extra compensation for particular uncompetitive groups of sugar beet growers 

(Fischer Boel, Appendix B). The Commissioner had to make compromises by agreeing to national 

compensation packages. For example Finland and Italy secured compensation for their rather 

small, and due to the climate, inefficient sugar industries (Fischer Boel, Appendix B).   

3.2.2.5. Bureaucratic Pressures 

The Directorate-General for Agriculture did not lobby the Commissioner during the policy-making 

process of the Sugar Reform; however, it is argued that bureaucrats tend to find other ways to 

influence policy-making (Chari and Kritzinger, 2006). I find it relevant to analyze the bureaucratic 

pressure on policy-making in order to see if the bureaucrats might have had an influence on the 

Sugar Reform.  

Theory suggests that bureaucrats have a main objective – to make legislation as complicated as 

possible, because it makes their work more cherished afterwards when the legislation is to be 

followed and supervised (Daugbjerg & Swinbank, 2009 and Winters, 1989). This argument 

coincides with the general perception that bureaucrats are neutral and able to work for any 

government (Müller in Caramani, 2011). However, an array of theorists agree that by increasing the 

administrative budgets, bureaucrats will gain power and influence on policy-making (Müller in 

Caramani, 2011). Thereby, bureaucrats have an interest in protectionism (Nedergaard, 2006), and 

in this case to make the Sugar Reform as moderate as possible. 

If this theory is true, then the Directorate-General for Agriculture would have supported the sugar 

beet growers and factories in their arguments, whereas the BEUC would have had difficulties 

getting their arguments in favor of a more extensive reform heard and followed. Fischer Boel 

confirmed that the cabinet and the Directorate-General was part of the entire policy formulation 

phase (Appendix B). They attended the negotiations, they held meetings with some actors, and they 

facilitated contact between actors and the Commissioner. In the latter situation, the Directorate- 

General took on the role of a gatekeeper, as it establishes the initial contact and estimates whether 

or not the claim presented by the actor is relevant to the Commissioner. Fischer Boel denied being 

exposed to extensive lobbying (Appendix B), explaining that her staff protected her from much of 

it. It is thereby possible that the Directorate-General provided easier access for the actors which the 
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institution shared opinions with. This type of sorting takes place behind closed doors, and 

therefore it is impossible to state exactly how it transpired. However, based on the theoretical 

arguments and the fact that the Directorate-General served as a gatekeeper to the Commissioner, I 

find it very likely that it would have given easier access to the policy formulation phase to CIBE, 

CEFS, and the ACP states, because these are the actors who wanted to preserve complicated 

support schemes. The Directorate-General would not have had much influence on the access of the 

EU member states, because these are ex officio in the formal negotiations, as they were to pass the 

final Sugar Reform in the Council. Section 4.2. discusses how the actors can work with the 

Directorate-General to gain more influence on policy formulation. First, a reflection on the applied 

lobby strategies is provided.    

3.2.2.6. Reflecting on Lobby Strategies 

Now that the lobby strategies and coalitions are analyzed within the framework of policy-making, it 

is evident that all actors had limited or no influence on the Sugar Reform, as the initial proposal by 

the Commission was only subject to fairly small modifications. Several actors could have optimized 

the ways in which they tried to influence the Sugar Reform.  

Guéguen (2008) recommends that the national organizations in sectoral coalitions also lobby 

directly, rather than relying on the sectoral coalitions only. His argument is that as the EU has 

expanded, there are simply so many national member organizations of the sectoral coalitions that a 

single member will never be heard. Dalby states that during the policy-formulation phase, there 

was a divide between the Eastern and Western European member organizations of CIBE, as the 

Eastern European members were in general more skeptical towards the reform compared to their 

Western European counterparts (Appendix A). In such a case, many parties have to agree on a 

single cause, and thus the arguments might become too vague. They risk letting the lowest common 

denominator be the official standpoint. Again COPA-COGECA is an example of this type of 

organization. Fishcer Boel explained,  

“…it is difficult being the secretary general, because it always the lowest common 

denominator. And when you constantly work from the lowest common denominator 

you set yourself out of influence – and so they did” (Appendix B, p. 96).3 

Another advantage of national associations lobbying directly is that they often have access to their 

national ministers. Guéguen (2008) argues that there is much unexploited potential in this 

method. The national organizations often have contact with the minister already because they 

                                                           
3 Translation of the original qoute: “Og det er svært at være generalsekretær, fordi det hele tiden er laveste 
fællesnævner. Og når man hele tiden arbejder ud fra den laveste fællesnævner, så sætter man sig selv uden 
for indflydelse – og det blev de så.” 
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supply expert knowledge and information on the domestic encompassing interest when national 

legislation is reformed (Dalby, Appendix A). They should build on this relationship when it comes 

to EU legislation. Thereby, the sectoral coalitions will still be relevant, as they become more 

dynamic. In most settings, it is an advantage when one represents a bigger group with a joint 

proposition. The national ministers had direct influence on the Sugar Reform, so when actors are 

able to convince their minister of their point of views, it is likely that they can influence the policy 

formulation indirectly.  

Another option is to allow companies as well as national organizations to become members of the 

sectoral coalition. CEFS applies this structure (CEFS, 2012, A), which Guéguen (2008) finds very 

efficient. It is a logical structure for CEFS, because some countries have one sugar factory only, 

therefore they do not have a national association. The structure might be applicable to the 

industrial sugar users and to the retailers as well.  

Guéguen (2008) has found horizontal coalitions to be successful and influential, because they 

represent a broad variety of organizations. This is a good way of increasing legitimacy and 

credibility, and it is a pro-active strategy. There is an unexploited potential in the downstream 

networks, and if you go across the upstream and downstream commodity chain, a further potential 

of coalitions can be found. A relevant example could be if BEUC established a horizontal coalition 

with the ACP states.  

 

The Advisory Group on Sugar was established by the Directorate-General for Agriculture and 

consists of representatives of the entire European sugar industry (Directorate-General for 

Agriculture and Rural Development, 2012, A). They meet regularly and they provide expert 

knowledge. Fischer Boel (Appendix B) did not feel that the Advisory Board on Sugar had any 

influence on the policy-making; however, they might have had indirect influence, as they have easy 

access to the Directorate-General for Agriculture.  

The sugar producers outside the EU are probably the group of actors who had the biggest 

unexploited potential of influencing the Sugar Reform. For example, Fischer Boel did not feel that 

the USA tried to influence the policy-making process (Appendix B). Many states such as the USA 

might have felt that they lacked saliency and the power to influence the Sugar Reform. An option 

for them would have been to lobby through some of the organizations that are established within 

the sugar industry. The Global Alliance for Sugar Trade Reforms and Liberalisation aims at 

becoming a counterpart to the EU and the USA in the international sugar industry (Global Alliance 

for Sugar Trade Reform and Liberalisation, 2012). The organization is merely a facilitator of 
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discussions on how to liberalize the sugar policies, and they focus on the WTO rather than the EU. 

If they changed this strategy, they might be a substantial support for the ACP states in influencing 

EU policy-making. In the discussion in section 4.1., the lobby strategies are discussed in terms of 

how the respective actors were affected by the Sugar Reform.   

3.2.3. Sub Conclusion on the Actors’ Influence on Policy-Making 
CIBE and CEFS had access to the policy-making process due to the critical expert knowledge they 

possessed. They both used mixed strategies, and they were able to influence the policy-making 

process, as they managed to decrease price cuts from 39 to 36 percent. Member states had access, 

but not all took the necessary pro-active strategy during the negotiations. Therefore, not all 

member states influenced the reform. The ACP states were successful negotiating a compensation 

package; however, it did not live up to their expectations.  

Retailers lacked saliency and they were reactive, therefore it is not likely that they had significant 

influence on the Sugar Reform. BEUC had limited access, as they also lacked saliency. At the same 

time, they did not have a pro-active lobby strategy, as their claims were unrealistic. Thereby, they 

are not likely to have influenced the Sugar Reform either.  

The industrial sugar users had access to the Commission, because they wanted to preserve the 

many jobs involved in sugar production in the EU. The theorists referred to above all claim that the 

Directorate-General for Agriculture was influential on the policy-making process. The third and 

final part of my analysis looks into which of the actors benefited from the Sugar Reform  

 

3.3. Impact Assessment  
Having analyzed how actors influenced the Sugar Reform, I will now analyze the last part of my 

research question: which actors benefited from the Sugar Reform? This assessment takes place 

within the evaluation phase in the policy cycle, and the effect of the Sugar Reform on each of the 

group of actors is analyzed. The analysis is based on the output – outcome – impact framework, 

but empirical data is also important.  

The Sugar Reform has been evaluated already by the Commission itself. The report assesses how 

the European sugar industry was affected by the reform. I find it informative to examine the impact 

on all relevant actors including those outside the EU and those not involved with sugar production. 

Furthermore, two years have passed since the Commission made its evaluation, so I am able to 

assess the effects in a longer term perspective. Finally, I take a holistic view on the Sugar Reform 
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rather than assessing the impact of every single initiative. In addition, it is common procedure for 

the EU to make an impact assessment of any initiative before it is submitted. This was done in 

2003 and in June 2005 (EU Commission, 2005, A). The reports are applied in order to assess 

whether intended outcomes have been obtained.  

3.3.1. Intended versus Unintended Consequences 
The Sugar Reform is the output of a policy-making process, and the outcome is a direct 

consequence of the output. The outcome was implemented on the national level. In this section, I 

analyze how this outcome has influenced the relevant actors.  

Since the Commission performed an initial impact assessment of the Sugar Reform, they were 

aware of the impact it was likely to have. Their practice is that, “before the European Commission 

proposes new initiatives it assesses the potential economic, social and environmental 

consequences that they may have” (EU Commission, 2012, D). The Commission intended to create 

a European sugar sector which would be more competitive (EU Commission, 2005, A). The tools 

to achieve this goal were to decrease the price of sugar by 36 percent and to limit the amount of 

sugar produced by six million tonnes or 30 percent (CEFS, 2011, B). The expectation was that the 

sugar industry would become more dependent on the forces of the world market, and only the 

most competitive growers and factories would stay in business (EU Commission, 2005, A).  

In 2010 the price reduction of 36 percent was fully implemented, and the EU production of sugar 

has decreased by 26 percent since the Sugar Reform was implemented (Danske Sukkerroedyrkere, 

2012). Thereby the goal of a 30 percent reduction is close to being obtained.  

The Commission intended to decrease or stop production of sugar in the EU member states which 

were least efficient. The group of countries, which were expected to be hurt the most by the Sugar 

Reform were Greece, Italy, Ireland, and Portugal (EU Commission, 2005, A), whereas Austria, 

France, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, and the UK were expected to 

maintain or even increase their levels of production.  

Thus, the predictions of the impact assessment have turned out to be rather accurate. Table 3.4 

below summarizes the development in production of white sugar since the Sugar Reform was 

implemented. The table includes the countries which were sugar beet producing countries and 

members of the EU in 2006.   
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Development in Production of Sugar from 2005/06 to 2010/11 

Ireland - Finland -53% Sweden -22% 

Portugal - Spain -51% Denmark -21% 

Slovenia - Slovakia -47% Lithuania -19% 

Latvia - Poland -31% France -17% 

Hungary -79% UK -27% Netherlands -14% 

Italy -76% Belgium -24% Germany -12% 

Greece -75% Czech Republic -23% Austria -6% 

 Table 3.4: Development in Production of Sugar  

Source: own collation of data from Danske Sukkerroedyrkere (2012) 

 

Ireland and Portugal stopped producing sugar beets as a consequence of the Sugar Reform. Ireland 

had one factory before the Sugar Reform was implemented, but it soon closed down (Department 

of Agriculture, 2010). Greece and Italy have decreased production by 75 and 76 percent 

respectively (Danske Sukkerroedyrkere, 2012). None of the countries were able to increase their 

production; however, Austria almost maintained its level of production. Germany, the Netherlands, 

and France were able to give up comparatively small parts of their production, whereas Belgium, 

Sweden, the UK, and Poland in particular gave up large parts of production. This was unexpected 

compared to the initial assessment by the Commission.  

If we take Denmark as an empirical case, the Commission expected that the production would be 

maintained, however in reality it decreased (EU Commission, 2005, A). Interestingly, the number 

of sugar beet growers has decreased by 65 percent since 2006, but sugar production has decreased 

by only 21 percent (Danske Sukkerroedyrkere, 2012). The drastic decrease in the number of Danish 

sugar beet growers can be explained by the fact that one out of three Danish sugar factories closed. 

It was not profitable to grow sugar beets if the cost of transportation was increased radically. At a 

meeting in the Advisory Groups on Sugar it was stated that “as a consequence of the reform, over 

40% of the factories had to be closed down.” (Advisory Group on Sugar, 2009, p. 9). Many sugar 

beet growers living near to one of the two remaining factories chose to buy the sugar quotas from 

the growers going out of business, because the margins on sugar were still higher than those on 

alternative crops of mainly wheat and barley. In other countries, farmers might have been able to 

shift to other crops with higher margins than sugar beets, so they chose to leave the sugar industry. 

The Danish size of area of sugar beets has dropped around 17 percent since 2006 – with the total 

percentage for the EU at 29 percent (Danske Sukkerroedyrkere, 2012). 
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There is no doubt that the European sugar sector has become more competitive, since the most 

inefficient producers have left the industry. Thereby, all the main intended and foreseen 

consequences of the Sugar Reform have been fulfilled. Due to the many closings of factories, many 

workers became unemployed. More than 30,000 workers or 50 percent of the former workforce 

have lost their jobs between 2004 and 2009 (Advisory Group on Sugar, 2009, p.9). Most of these 

jobs were lost because of the Sugar Reform. The job losses were a natural but unfortunate 

consequence of the Sugar Reform.  

 

While employees and some producers were disadvantaged by the Sugar Reform, consumers were 

expected to benefit from the Sugar Reform. In 2005, a Commission report stated, “it is expected 

that some internal price reductions should benefit consumers” (EU Commission, 2005, A, p. 9). 

When the price on sugar was decreased by 36 percent, it was expected that a substantial part of it 

would be transferred to consumers (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). However, empirical data tells a 

different story. Figure 3.6 shows the EU consumer price index for sugar, jam, chocolate, honey, 

and confectionery.  

 

 Figure 3.6: EU Consumer Price Index on Sugar and Confectionery 

 Source: own collaboration of data from Eurostat (2012) 

 

2005 is the base year where the index equals 100. Between 2005 and 2011 consumer prices on 

sugar and confectionery have increased around 18 percent within the EU. In Denmark consumer 

prices on sugar and confectionery have increased since the Sugar Reform was implemented as well. 
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Figure 3.7: Net Price Index on Sugar and Confectionery 

Source: own collation of data from Danmarks Statistik (2012) 

 

The graph in figure 3.7 above shows the percentage development in Danish net consumer prices on 

sugar and confectionery, e.g. jam and chocolate. 2000 is the base year, and the indexes show the 

price in January in the respective years. Taxes have been excluded from the indexes, so that taxes 

cannot be the explanation of the increased consumer prices. From the graph, it is evident that 

prices on sugar and confectionery in Denmark have increased about 10 percent between 2006 and 

2012.  

These two graphs can enlighten us on whether or not the industrial sugar users have carried the 36 

percent price reduction on the price of sugar onto consumers. The increase in consumer prices is a 

clear indication that this is not the case – on the contrary, prices for consumers have increased. 

However, the index is not a perfect portrayal of the effect of decreasing sugar prices carried onto 

consumers, because other things might have influenced the price increase on confectionery. 

Although sugar is a main ingredient in products such as jam and chocolate, other inputs could have 

caused the increasing price on the output. Thus, a definitive conclusion cannot be reached from 

this data. Others support the observation that consumers have not benefited from the Sugar 

Reform. O’Toole (2010) states, “it [the Sugar Reform] has failed consumers - with sugar prices 

rising, not falling as a lot of economists predicted in 2005.” Fischer Boel confirmed this 

observation, as she expressed disappointment with the fact that consumers had not benefited from 

the decreased sugar prices (Appendix B). As mentioned above, the Commission expected that the 
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opposite would happen, so the fact that consumer prices on sugar and confectionery have increased 

since 2006 is an unintended consequence of the Sugar Reform.  

3.3.2. The Role of the EU in the Sugar World Market 
Now that the Sugar Reform is evaluated according to the intended consequences, I look into how it 

has affected the world market for sugar. This analysis will explore whether the EU has become a 

less significant player on the world market, as was expected due to cuts in production.  

The data, from the years 2001 through 2010, rely on information from the statistical unit of FAO 

(Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations). Data from 2011 and 2012 is not 

available yet.  

 

Figure 3.8: EU Sugar Production 

Source: own collation of data from FAO Stat (2012) C 

 

Between 2005 and 2010, sugar production in the EU decreased by 26 percent, whereas the world 

production of sugar increased by 9 percent over the same period (FAO Stat, 2012, C). This means 

that world demand for sugar was increasing, while the EU produced less sugar. Other things might 

influence the level of sugar production; however, there is reason to believe that the Sugar Reform is 

the main explanation, as it regulates the market. As mentioned above, the Commission wanted to 

decrease EU sugar production by 30 percent. This goal was close to being attained in 2010. The 

development also meant that the EU had become a less significant player in the world market for 

sugar.  

The pie charts below show the division of the world’s sugar production by continent.  
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 Figure 3.9: Sugar Production by Continent 

Source: own collation of data from FAO Stat, 2012 C  

 

The trend in the sugar world market was the same in 2005 as in 2010 – the Americas and Asia are 

by far the biggest sugar producers, and they have strengthened their dominant positions relative to 

Europe. The reason would be that the EU sugar production had decreased, and the market for 

other sugar producers had been increased. Asia and the Americas were best able to take advantage 

of this situation.  

Russia is a significant sugar producer, and so the country influences European production data. If 

we look at EU production only, it decreased from 15 percent of world production in 2005 to 10 

percent of world production in 2010 (FAO Stat, 2012, C).  

 

Let us now look into the development in world trade of sugar, as it explains who the biggest 

exporters of sugar are. It is relevant to look at the national level, because a few countries dominate 

the world trade.  
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 Figure 3.10: World Export Quantity of Sugar 

Source: own collation of data from FAO Stat, 2012 A 

 

The graph in figure 3.10 makes it very clear that Brazil is the absolute most significant exporter of 

sugar on the world market. Brazil accounts for 48 percent of world export of sugar. The EU has 

decreased exports as a consequence of the Sugar Reform and the resulting decreased sugar 

production. In fact, the EU has gone from a net exporter to a net importer of sugar (OECD/FAO, 

2012).  

In the analysis of the influence on policy-making (section 3.2), it was stated that an argument 

presented by CEFS was that they worried that the EU would be dependent on Australia, Brazil, and 

Thailand for the world sugar supply. The worries of CEFS were not displaced. In 2005, these three 

countries were responsible for 51 percent of the world’s sugar export, and in 2010 they had 

increased their share to 61 percent (FAO Stat, 2012, A). The increase is mainly caused by the 

tremendous rise in Brazilian sugar exports, as the Australian and Thai exports of sugar have been 
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rather stable. India, the USA, and the LDCs as a group are also important players in the world 

sugar market, but it is evident that Brazil is a dominant exporter. As the EU has become a net 

importer of sugar, one might argue that we have become more dependent on Brazil. Below is an 

analysis of how the actors are affected by the developments in the world sugar trade.  

3.3.3. Satisfaction of the Actors 
It is interesting to look at the reactions of the actors to the consequences of the Sugar Reform, 

because it explains how they have been affected by the reform.  Within the policy cycle framework, 

policies can be evaluated according to how well they have satisfied the actors affected by them. The 

level of satisfaction among actors is not an indicator of the success of the Sugar Reform, as it was 

inevitable according to the WTO ruling. However, the reactions of the actors might explain how 

they have been affected by the Sugar Reform. 

The American Sugarbeet Growers Association (2012) claims that the Sugar Reform was a mistake. 

The organization claims that consumers have not benefited, the EU is no longer self-sufficient in 

sugar, factories have been closed, and jobs have been lost within the EU and in some LDCs. Other 

commentators take a more positive view. Fischer Boel claimed that the Sugar Reform has benefited 

all actors, because if the Sugar Reform had not been implemented, the entire EU sugar industry 

would not have been able to comply with the conditions of the contemporary sugar market. 

Gudoshnikov (2011, p. 154) explains how the development has taken place:  

“[t]he reform has stimulated efficient producers to increase production, while due to 

severe cuts in prices high-cost producers have abandoned sugar production or have 

consolidated production to achieve efficiency goals.”  

The favoring of low-cost producers applies to EU countries and to the LDCs as well, because both 

groups would receive less income for their sugar in the EU.  

 

Daugbjerg and Swinbank (2009) argue that the ACP states obtained very little success from their 

extensive lobby efforts. The statistics above also show that the ACP states are not likely to have 

benefited from the Sugar Reform, as they are still a minor player in the world market for sugar. If 

we go behind the numbers, it is clear that the least developed countries as a group have doubled 

their collective sugar exports from 2005 to 2010 (FAO Stat, 2012, A).  

Fischer Boel argues that the ACP states have become more competitive. She paid particular interest 

to Mauritius, because it was the ACP state she had most contact with during the policy-formulation 

phase (Appendix B). At the time, Mauritius was highly unsatisfied with the Sugar Reform and the 
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compensation they received, as they thought it was too low. When she went to visit Mauritius after 

reforms were implemented, it turned out that they had been able to turn the Sugar Reform into 

something positive. They had been able to modernize the industry and to increase productivity so 

that they were now able to compete on the world market. This trend was confirmed by Autrey et al. 

(2006), who wrote that productivity increased due to the introducing of more machines to the 

farms and the increasing of field sizes.  

As mentioned above, the LDCs were given duty and quota free access to the EU under the 

Everything But Arms agreement. Yet, it has turned out to be of minor importance to the LDCs until 

this point, because the world sugar prices have been higher than the decreased EU prices on sugar 

(OECD/FAO, 2012). The EU is simply not an attractive market to sell to, but if world prices 

decrease, the EU will become an attractive market for LDCs.  

 

The impact on industrial sugar users is not without ambiguity. The most obvious effect is that they 

can buy sugar for their production at a 36 percent cheaper price. The Commission was aware of this 

effect, stating that “since sugar is an important input for the agri-food industry, lower sugar prices 

would mean they would benefit from a decrease in their variable costs” (EU Commission, 2005, A, 

p. 9). Dalby (Appendix A, p. 83) claims that this makes the industrial sugar users the winners of the 

Sugar Reform: 

“[a]nd the winners, well that is Coca Cola, Nestlé, and the others, because the 

consumers have not gained. Sugar is sold at fairly the same price as before the reform, 

and the winners are those who buy the sugar to process it and sell it at the same 

price”.4  

The price reduction in sugar has not reached consumers, and so the industrial sugar users have 

increased their potential profit margins.  

However, the Sugar Reform has also created challenges to the industrial sugar users. The EU 

supply of sugar has been decreased and due to the import tax, imported sugar is less attractive. 

Nestlé therefore claims that the Sugar Reform has hurt their industry (Nieburg, 2012). German 

confectioners agrees, as they perceive the EU sugar supply as being too low (Byrne, 2011). Terazono 

(2012) argues that the increasing expenses to import taxes have caused the high consumer prices. 

                                                           
4 Translation of quote: ”Og vinderne, ja men det er Coca Cola, Nestlé og alle de andre, for forbrugerne er 
ikke blevet rigere. Sukker koster stort set det samme som, det gjorde før reformen, og vinderne det er altså 
dem, der køber sukkeret og forarbejder det, og sælger det til uændret pris.” 
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However, it is doubtful whether this rationale is true, since industrial sugar users buy the EU sugar 

much cheaper. 

Since the EU demands sugar imports, it has become very attractive for the LDCs to increase their 

exports to the EU. Industrial sugar users would be eager to buy this sugar, because they would 

avoid the high import tax which applies to sugar from other regions.  

Fischer Boel argued that it might be the retailers rather than the industrial sugar users, who have 

gained the most on the Sugar Reform (Appendix B, p. 93), stating that: 

“[t]he price has not penetrated the consumer market. And it was of course something 

we wanted at the time that the ultimate consumers would benefit. But this is internal 

competitive conditions which we cannot interfere with. It might be because they are 

so incredible powerful the big supermarket chains. There are very few buyers within 

Europe, who decide the price of commodities. And the supermarket chains are 

incredible powerful.5” 

 

It is obvious that the factories have lost on the Sugar Reform, as 43 percent of the EU factories 

closed after the Sugar Reform was implemented (CEFS, 2011, B). However, seen in the light of their 

effort to influence the Sugar Reform, they could not have done much to prevent the closing of 

factories, as production had to be diminished. The benefit to the factories is that those who remain 

are more internationally competitive than before. It is hard to say whether the CEFS’ coalition with 

workers’ unions made a difference, but workers who were fired were also compensated 

(Department of Agriculture, 2010). The workers who lost their jobs were compensated for example 

by an early retirement package or job-seeking support.  

The Sugar Reform had a severe impact on EU sugar beet growers, as 49 percent of them left the 

business since the Sugar Reform was implemented (CEFS, 2011, B). Dalby is disappointed with the 

Sugar Reform (Appendix A), arguing that it has made the members of CIBE worse off. He states 

that his coalition partners, CEFS and the ACP states have lost on the Sugar Reform as well.  

However, the remaining beet growers have been forced to become more efficient, because the price 

on sugar decreased. Dalby (Appendix A, p. 84) acknowledges this development, and he is therefore 

hopeful for the future of the EU sugar industry, stating:  

                                                           
5 Translation of quoute: ” Prisen er ikke slået igennem til forbrugerne. Og det var selvfølgelig et ønske, vi 
havde på det tidspunkt, at det skulle få en effekt for slutbrugerne. Men det er jo interne 
konkurrenceforhold, som vi ikke kan blande os i. Det er måske fordi, de er så ufattelig stærke de store 
supermarkedskæder.  Der sidder meget få folk og køber ind i hele Europa, og som bestemmer, hvad det skal 
koste. Og supermarkedskæderne er ufattelig stærke.” 
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“[a]nd you might say, over time we might benefit, I hope that it means we will be able 

to sustain our competitiveness – we have become more competitive. We have sent the 

worst areas out of production.”6 

3.3.4. Sub Conclusion on the Impact Assessment 
The analysis above shows that the Sugar Reform has had tremendous effect on the sugar industry 

within the EU and on a global scale as well. As the price was decreased, several sugar beet growers 

and factories were put out of business. In several member states, sugar beet production has even 

stopped. The sugar industry in the ACP countries has been affected by the lower prices as well. 

However, the remaining sugar industry in the EU and the ACP states has become more 

competitive.  

The winners seem to be the retailers and the industrial sugar users, because they buy sugar at a 

lower price, but they sell it at the same or increased prices to consumers. This effect is discussed in 

the following section.  

 

  

                                                           
6 Translation of quote: ”Og det kan man så sige, det kan vi så få gavn af hen ad vejen, og det håber jeg også, 
det gør, at vi kan bevare vores konkurrencedygtighed – vi er blevet mere konkurrencedygtige. Vi har fået 
de dårligste arealer ud af dyrkning.” 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 
The analysis is relevant to an array of interesting discussion topics: What is the role of lobbyists 

within EU policy-making? Do lobbyists have too much influence? Or are they in fact enhancing the 

democratic process? This would become a normative discussion, which is not relevant for my 

thesis, as this is an explanatory study. I instead reflect on the analysis and the results that have 

been obtained. I summarize the benefits and the consequences for the actors involved, and discuss 

if the efforts and strategies of influencing policy formulation had an effect on the Sugar Reform. 

The analysis has made it clear that the benefits from the Sugar Reform are measured in economic 

terms. What mattered to the actors was whether they would be economically better off as a 

consequence of the Sugar Reform.  

It is interesting to discuss what the example of the Sugar Reform can teach us about the policy-

making process, and whether or not the theories of influencing policy-making are relevant. I end 

the discussion with a brief empirical outlook on the future of the global sugar industry with a point 

of departure in the evaluation of the Sugar Reform, as this is the basis of the next reform of the 

Common Market Organisation for Sugar. Finally, I reflect on the analysis, and on the theories and 

methods applied in order to discuss whether I have obtained the results I aimed for. This will also 

provide some insights for the recommendations for future research provided after the conclusion.   

4.1. Relations between Influence and Effect of the Sugar Reform 
In the analysis section it was made clear that the actors who benefited from the Sugar Reform were 

the industrial sugar users and the retailers. If the benefits are measured in gained competitiveness, 

the entire sugar industry within the EU and the ACP states has benefited. However, this group also 

suffered, since many were set out of business. It is interesting to discuss whether the impact on the 

actors was a consequence of the ways they influenced the Sugar Reform.   

There is no doubt that CIBE and CEFS were able to influence the policy formulation, because they 

possess expert knowledge on the sugar industry which was crucial to the policy-making process. 

However, the influence of the farm lobby seems to be diminishing in general. Peterson and 

Bomberg state that “[d]espite popular mythology to the contrary, the power of farmers has 

diminished over time” (1999, p. 123). This is also what Dalby and Fischer Boel experienced during 

the policy formulation of the Sugar Reform (Appendices A and B). Guéguen (2008) goes a step 

further, as he argues that the Sugar Reform was a failure for the sugar growers and factories, since 

their income was substantially decreased. He further claims that they had themselves and their 

defensive lobby strategy to blame. My analysis of the lobby strategies (section 3.2.2.) showed that 

both groups applied multiple lobby strategies, so I believe that Guéguen is wrong in his evaluation 
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of the effort of the sugar industry. Because the EU was restrained by the WTO ruling, it is unlikely 

that the sugar industry would have been able to substantially change the Sugar Reform to their 

advantage. However, I agree that they might have been more influential, had they applied more 

pro-active lobby strategies.  

 

The declining influence of the farm lobby is a possible explanation for why the retailers and the 

industrial sugar users have benefited from the Sugar Reform. These two sectors have become 

comparatively strong. Dalby stated that the industrial sugar users are generally aggressive in their 

lobbying in the EU (Appendix A), and Fischer Boel argued that the power of the retailers enabled 

them to maintain the high consumer prices on sugar (Appendix B). It is difficult to find much 

evidence on the role of the industrial sugar users and the retailers in the policy formulation of the 

Sugar Reform, but the fact is that they have both benefited from the Sugar Reform. Fischer Boel 

argued that this was not a consequence of their effort to influence the Sugar Reform; it was caused 

by the very powerful positions possessed by both groups relative to consumers in the free market 

(Appendix B). It was therefore outside the hands of the EU to regulate who was to benefit from the 

price reduction on sugar (Fischer Boel, Appendix B). Fuchs and Kalfagianni (2009, p. 555) state, 

“retail corporations control the product chain from farm to shelf”. This statement supports Fischer 

Boel’s argument that the retail sector is so big and powerful that they can make demands 

throughout the commodity chain. Agriculture has often been criticized for being too influential on 

EU policy; this research shows that there is a need to look into the role played by the retail and the 

food industries. I argue that the retail and the industrial sugar users are the silent winners of the 

Sugar Reform, as they were able to increase their incomes as a consequence of the decreased sugar 

prices. The benefit was mainly obtained through their strong position in the commercial market 

relative to consumers. The industrial sugar users and the retailers could have made a coalition with 

the consumers; however, they were not interested in passing the price reduction onto consumers. 

By avoiding coalitions they were able to preserve the increased margins on sugar for themselves.  

BEUC was not able to influence the Sugar Reform, because there was no support for their point of 

view. They wanted the Sugar Reform to be more liberal, whereas the negotiations in the policy 

formulation phase evolved around easing the rather ambitious proposal by the Commission. Even 

during the initial negotiations, it was evident that the benefits to consumers as a consequence of 

the Sugar Reform were likely to be few or nonexistent, as every consumer would only experience 

very small price reductions on sugar, if any. The saliency of BEUC was therefore very low, and their 

low expectations would explain why they did not put more effort into influencing a lost cause for 

them – the Sugar Reform.  
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If we look at the national level, the general effect of the Sugar Reform was that the least efficient 

sugar producers were forced to leave the industry, and the efficient producers secured their 

positions. This development was in accordance with the goal of the Sugar Reform and was not 

caused by the influence of any particular countries, with the exception of perhaps Poland. The 

Commission expected Poland to benefit from the Sugar Reform, but the Impact Assessment (see 

section 3.3) showed that its sugar production was cut by 31 percent. The fact that the Polish 

minister was not willing to negotiate any benefits for the national industry might explain why the 

country suffered unexpectedly from the Sugar Reform. For the EU member states it was therefore 

crucial to participate in the negotiations in order to influence the Sugar Reform. Below is discussed 

what can be learned from the policy formulation process and whether the theories are relevant in 

explaining the influence an actor can have on policy reform in the EU. 

4.2. Learning from the Policy-Making Process 
I find that the theories have been relevant in explaining how to influence the Sugar Reform. The 

most important thing learned from conducting this research is that an actor must apply a pro-

active strategy and build coalitions in order to increase their influence on policy-making. BEUC is 

an example of how an actor can be denied influence if this advice is not followed. BEUC should 

have been more realistic and pro-active in their lobbying. They were not able to find support for 

their wish to make the Sugar Reform more extensive, and since many of the member countries 

wanted the opposite, BEUC was not able to negotiate. Even if the Sugar Reform would not turn out 

ideal for the consumers, I argue it would have been better for them, if BEUC influenced the policy-

making process more.  

What was also learned from studying the case of the Sugar Reform is that bureaucrats are 

important actors in the policy formulation phase. Burson-Marsteller has found that EU decision-

makers prefer seeking advice from their staff and argue, “… it is as important to seek to influence 

staff and colleagues as it is to lobby the decision-maker” (Burson-Marsteller, 2005, p. 12). It is in 

general encouraged that actors aim to influence different institutions. Guéguen says, “all the 

European Institutions are open to lobbying at all stages of the procedure!” (2008, p. 104). The 

national organizations could for example put more emphasis on their relationships with national 

ministers, who have a significant amount of influence through the Council. The European 

Parliament has become an important player in the passing of proposals from the Commission, so 

more emphasis should be put on influencing the Parliament. 

What theory fails to explain is how the free market will benefit the strongest actors, in this case the 

industrial sugar users and the retailers. It is outside the scope of this thesis to analyze these market 
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mechanisms; however, it would be relevant for future research to analyze the role of the industry 

and the retailers in EU policy-making. In section 5.1. suggestions for future research is elaborated, 

but first the current challenges of the sugar industry are discussed. 

4.3. Moving into the Next Policy Cycle 
As discussed in the theory chapter (section 2.1.3.), the policy cycle does not end with the evaluation 

phase. Rather, the evaluation is a point of reference for a new agenda-setting. The result of the 

evaluation would be to either terminate the policy or to modify it according to experience with the 

previous policy. This model is in accordance with the way the Commission works as “[a]ny 

significant Commission proposal for a new or revised measure must be based on an evaluation of 

the existing situation /policy framework” (EU Commission, 2012, A). The Sugar Reform was set to 

expire by 2014, and the actors are aware that a new reform of the Common Market Organisation 

for Sugar will be implemented in 2014 as part of a reform of the entire CAP. The question is how 

the next reform will be framed. Negotiations have already begun.  

The objective of the Commission is to liberalize the EU sugar industry further. According to the 

Commission,  

“[t]he European Commission's  proposals for a reform of the CAP after 2013 aim to 

strengthen the competitiveness and the sustainability of agriculture and maintain its 

presence in all regions, in order to guarantee European citizens healthy and quality food 

production, to preserve the environment and to help develop rural areas” (EU Commission, 

2012, E).  

The Commission is intent to pursue the path laid out with the 2006 Sugar Reform by increasing the 

competitiveness of the sugar industry, and at the same time support EU sugar production. If the 

2014 Sugar Reform abolish the national sugar quotas production will become free but on the 

conditions of the world market. Prices would also become more dependent on the world market 

price on sugar. An agreement is expected to be reached at the beginning of 2013, but there is still a 

significant amount of work to be done before agreement can be reached. At the moment, the 

European Parliament and the Ministers of Agriculture are discussing the features of the reform and 

the various actors are again active in the negotiations process.   

The abolishment of quotas is the main point of discussion. The growers and the factories want to 

maintain the quotas (CEFS, 2011, A), and they seem to have won the support of the European 

Parliament, so that the current sugar regime will be prolonged (Sørensen, 2012). The main 

argument is that the industry needs more time to adjust to the restructuring that was imposed by 

the 2006 Sugar Reform before the industry can be reformed further. The EU sugar industry is 
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likely to make a coalition with the ACP states again, as a prolonging of the quotas will make the EU 

market more stable and attractive for the countries with a preferential trade agreement with the EU 

(CEFS, 2012). The growers are also interested in maintaining some level of import restrictions, 

whereas the industrial sugar users disagree because they want to be able to buy sugar for 

production without restriction (Nieburg, 2012). The sugar factories are interested in removing all 

limits on the export of sugar (Nordic Sugar, 2012, B).  

As a consequence of the influence of the EU sugar regime on the world market for sugar, Brazil has 

now opened an office in Brussels. It is therefore reasonable to expect that Brazil will put more 

effort into influencing the 2014 Sugar Reform (Unica Sugarcane Industry, 2012, A). If BEUC have 

learned anything from the policy formulation of the 2006 Sugar Reform, they are to take a pro-

active strategy during the current policy-making, so that the 2014 Sugar Reform becomes more 

likely to benefit consumers. As the new negotiation process is based on the results of the first policy 

cycle, the discussion of the sugar industry is completed. In the following section, I end by reflecting 

on the research.  

4.4. Reflecting on the Thesis 
This is a comprehensive analysis of the policy-making of the Sugar Reform based on theory, and 

actor involvement in influencing policy-making. I believe that it provides new insights into this 

process, as a new set of theories and empirical data have been applied. The inspiration of 

stakeholder theory enabled me to better understand how actors work to influence EU policy 

formulation. The interviews provided valuable insights on this particular process. The fact that I 

have applied one case enabled me to go into depth with very concrete initiatives. Had multiple 

cases been analyzed, more generalisable results could have been obtained. Had more interviews 

been conducted, a more in-depth analysis of the influence of all actors could have been provided, 

and I would have been able to take an inductive approach were a model would have been developed 

on the basis of my empirical data. However, given the timeframe and resources available for the 

research, I believe that a valid and reliable analysis has been conducted and the purpose of 

explaining the policy-making of the Sugar Reform has been obtained.  

I was surprised to find out that consumers have not benefited from a substantial price reduction on 

sugar, and I expected the industrial sugar users and the retailers to be more transparent on their 

efforts to influence the policy-making of the Sugar Reform. On the other hand, CIBE and CEFS are 

both very explicit regarding their role in the policy-formulation phase. Finally, the biggest influence 

on the Sugar Reform turned out to be the EU member states.  Theory did not explain how this actor 

had full access to the policy formulation, because the theories mainly build on stakeholder theory 

and private interests. However, data on the structure of decision-making within the EU explain 

why the EU member states had access even though they possessed few access goods. The analysis 
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also emphasizes the role of the European Parliament in EU policy-making. This has been neglected 

in most existing literature, because it is outdated.  

I found that the theory by Mitchell et al. (1997) is relevant in identifying and assessing relevant 

actors. However, a fourth attribute of saliency should be added to the existing attributes of 

legitimacy, urgency, and power in order to provide the best understanding of actors’ involvement in 

policy-making. Guéguen’s theory of influencing the EU was not very helpful when analyzing the 

pressure of the bureaucrats, but other scholars provided input relevant to explaining this influence. 

I would have expected actors to have influenced the Sugar Reform to a larger extent than what was 

the case. There was a general accept among the actors that the Sugar Reform was inevitable, and 

only small things in the initial proposal by the Commission would be altered.     

This research is relevant to enhancing democratic awareness, because it is crucial to understand 

policy-making in order to be able to influence it. In addition, the analysis has made it clear that 

there are still some aspects of the process which have not been sufficiently analyzed. This is 

elaborated on in section 5.1.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
The research question which has guided this thesis is: How did actors influence the 2006 reform of 

the Common Market Organisation for Sugar? And which actors benefited from the Sugar 

Reform? The question was analyzed in a threefold structure. The first step in unraveling this 

question was to identify the relevant actors who influenced the Sugar Reform. This was done by 

conducting a commodity chain analysis of the global sugar industry. With the support of Chari and 

Kritzinger’s (2006) framework on actors relevant to EU policy-making in general, nine actors were 

identified as having influenced the Sugar Reform. These are the EU Commission, European sugar 

beet growers, European sugar factories, sugar producers outside the EU, industrial sugar users, 

retailers, bureaucrats, the EU member states, and consumers. The theory of legitimacy, urgency, 

and power was applied to assess the credibility of each actor, as to how likely it was that they would 

be able to influence the Sugar Reform. My analysis showed that a fourth attribute – saliency – was 

relevant to assessing credibility. The Commission, the factories, and the EU sugar beet growers 

were assessed as those most likely to have influenced the Sugar Reform as they possessed the most 

attributes.  

The second part of the analysis was relevant to the first part of the research question. In order to 

influence policy formulation, an actor will need to have access to the policy-making process. The 

Commission was responsible for negotiating the Sugar Reform and demanded information from 

the other actors in the form of: expert knowledge, information on the encompassing European 

interests, and information on the encompassing domestic interests. The more crucial information 

an actor supplies the Commission, the more access this actor gets. The bureaucrats, EU sugar beet 

growers, and sugar factories were the actors with the most access. What theory did not assist in 

enlightening is that the EU member states had full access to the Commission. The access of the EU 

member states can instead be explained by the fact that they have the mandate to pass the Sugar 

Reform in the Council. According to Guéguen’s (2008) theory of lobbying the EU, actors are more 

likely to influence policy-making if they build coalitions and take a pro-active strategy. The sugar 

beet growers and factories were the actors, who best followed this strategy, and theory thereby 

explains why the two actors had some influence on the Sugar Reform. The theory also explains why 

the consumers who did not build coalitions or took a pro-active strategy were not able to influence 

the Sugar Reform.  

The third part of the analysis assessed the impact of the Sugar Reform in order to answer the final 

part of the research question. This section was mainly based on empirical data, as it was relevant to 

find evidence on the influence of the Sugar Reform. Even though the Sugar Reform caused the 

closures of many sugar factories, it has benefited the remaining EU sugar industry as it is now 
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better able to compete in the international market than before the Sugar Reform. The most 

significant finding was that the price reduction on sugar had not been transferred to the 

consumers. The industrial sugar users argue that they have also faced restraints on their business 

as a consequence of the Sugar Reform. However, the industrial sugar users and the retailers have 

increased their profits as a consequence of the Sugar Reform.  

The research in this thesis relies on theories on policy-making and on empirical data. It was crucial 

to assess the influence of actors on the Sugar Reform and their reactions to it. The interviews with 

the Commissioner of Agriculture and with the president of the International Confederation of 

European Beet Growers were very important. Furthermore, statistics on the effects of the Sugar 

Reform were crucial to the impact assessment. The purpose of explaining the policy-making of the 

Sugar Reform has been fulfilled in this thesis, as it is now clear which actors influenced the Sugar 

Reform and how they did it. During this process a general understanding of the Sugar Reform has 

also been obtained. However, there are also some elements of the research which require further 

analysis. 

5.1. Future Research and Further Implications 
It would be relevant for future research to look into the role played by the retailers and the 

industrial sugar users in the policy formulation of the Sugar Reform. More research is necessary to 

make definite conclusions as to whether these two actors gained on the Sugar Reform because of 

their efforts to influence the Sugar Reform, or whether it was due to their power relative to 

consumers in the free market. It would also be relevant for future research to analyze exactly how 

the extra margins were divided between the industrial sugar users and the retailers. To conduct 

this type of research, contacts within the sectors of industrial sugar users and retailers would have 

to be established. Semi-structured interviews with managers and data on their price-setting 

methods would provide new and interesting insights to the case of the Sugar Reform.  

This research was conducted as a case study, and conclusions can only be drawn for the particular 

case of the policy-making of the Sugar Reform. It would be relevant for future research to analyze 

similar cases of other EU reforms in order to see if the conclusions of this research apply to other 

cases. Inductive research with more emphasis on empirical data would be relevant to develop 

models of how best to influence EU policy-making.  

The results of this research are mainly relevant to actors who wish to influence EU policy-making. 

It is recommended to build coalitions and to apply pro-active lobby strategies. Furthermore, 

emphasis should be on influencing the national ministers and the EU Parliament, because both 

groups have direct influence and access, as they possess the role of adopting proposals by the 

Commission.   
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Appendixes  

Appendix A: Transcribe of interview with Jørn Dalby  
- President of The International Confederation of European Beet Growers 
- Telephone interview conducted on September 29th, 2012 

Transcription style: I have transcribed the interview word by word, only leaving out some of the 
word sounds, like ‘mh’-s. I think this enhances the reading quality of the interview when analyzing 
it.  

 

I called him on his cell phone first. As the connection was not very good, he suggested that I called 
him on his land line instead. When this call began, we had already introduced ourselves.  

 

Jørn: Ja 

Carina: Ja, goddag det er Carina igen 

Jørn: Ja det er lidt bedre, vi prøver om vi kan komme igennem det 

 

Carina:  Jo. Tak for det. Jeg skriver jo om EU's sukkerreform fra 2006. Det, jeg er interesseret 
i at vide noget om, er hvordan reformen blev til, og hvem der havde indflydelse på 
den, og hvordan resultater er blevet ud fra det. Hvis vi starter med, hvordan reformen 
blev til dengang, og hvordan du arbejdede med den her reform for at indflydelse på 
den i forhold til sukkerroedyrkerne, så går jeg ud fra, at dit arbejde, det ligger 
hovedsagligt gennem CIBE.  

Jørn:  Ja, det gør det. Det er korrekt.  

Carina:  og der repræsenterer du så hele EU. Arbejdede du i den forbindelse også sammen 
med andre organisationer, fx COPA eller CEFS? 

1: 08: Jørn:  Ja, man kan sige, at den sukkerreform, som blev færdigforhandlet i 2006, det var en 
rigtig lang proces. Den varede næsten 10 år, hvor kommissionen begyndte at fortælle, 
at nu skulle der laves en reform på EU's sukkermarkedsordning. Så det var en rigtig 
lang proces, og derfor havde vi også en lang proces, hvor vi arbejdede. Vi lavede 
lobbyarbejde på kommissionen for at nå et resultat. Og jeg vil sige, at dem vi primært 
samarbejdede med i den forbindelse der, det var selvfølgelig COPA, det giver sig selv, 
og også fabrikanternes forening, CEFS, som også du kender. Dem arbejdede vi meget 
sammen med. Der er også en tredje part ind over, som også var…, som EU's 
sukkersystem også er meget vigtigt for, det var LDC landene. Altså, dem kender du 
også godt? 

Carina:  Jo 
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Jørn:  Ja. Og LDC landene, de 50 fattigste lande i verden, dem arbejdede vi sammen med. 
ACP landene havde sådan set de sammen vilkår for at sælge sukker til EU, som os 
sukkerproducenter havde til at lave sukker i EU. Så det kan man sige, de var vores 
medspillere langt hen ad vejen på vores arbejde mod sukkerreformen på det 
tidspunkt.  

Carina:  Ja 

Jørn:  Der var et meget tæt samarbejde mellem de fire organisationer der.  

Carina:  Ja.  

2: 24: Jørn:  Øh, så det vil jeg sige, at det er der sådan set stadigvæk. Men det kan vi vende tilbage 
til senere. Jeg kan se, nogle af dine spørgsmål nede… Men det var nogen af de 
primære samarbejdspartnere, vi havde der. Og selvfølgelig havde vi også på nationalt 
niveau, altså på dansk niveau havde vi også en kontakt til direktoratet og ministeriet. 
Men det var mere oplysende og forklarende, end hvordan skal vi forstå, når 
kommissionen siger sådan og sådan, hvordan blev det opfattet af embedsmændene og 
i den danske befolkning. Der var en tæt dialog med både det politiske system og 
embedsmandsværket i Danmark. Og jeg synes selv, en rigtig god dialog vi havde. Jeg 
synes vi blev behandlet meget positivt, bl.a. fra den danske regering. Både politisk og 
på embedsmandsværk. Det synes jeg. Vi var også godt klar over, at selvfølgelig var der 
politisk flertal for, at man skulle reformere sukkeret, så vi vidste godt, hvad vi var 
oppe imod, men de var forstående, og de lyttede til os, så det er sådan set det vigtigste, 
når man er lobbyist.  

Carina:  Ja, præcis.  

Jørn:  Så det var dem, vi sådan set arbejdede med, og selvfølgelig også internt i landbruget 
i… det var jo landbrugsrådet, dengang jeg sad i landbrugsrådet, jeg fremførte 
selvfølgelig mine synspunkter og mine holdninger der, hvor der var stor opbakning til 
vores folk. Så det var det forum, vi arbejdede i dengang.  

 

Carina: Ja. Jeg har jo kigget lidt på det her med, når nu du arbejder mere på EU-niveau, så er 
I jo utrolig mange lande efterhånden, som skal blive enige, eller fremstå som enige for 
at have bedre muligheder for at påvirke fx kommissionen. Er det noget, som giver 
store problemer? 

4: 27: Jørn:  Ja, hvis vi deler reformprocessen dengang i 2006, og vi har jo også en reformproces 
nu. Men dengang i 2006, der var, jeg kan sige, der var måske en øst-vest 
problemstilling. Altså de nye EU lande, som var meget nervøse for, hvad en 
sukkerreform på daværende tidspunkt ville betyde for dem. Og så kan man sige, at de 
lande, der havde været i EU i mange år, havde en anden tilgang til reformen. Altså, 
jeg tror, der kan man godt sige, at der var en større bekymring i Østeuropa, end der 
var i Vesteuropa. Bekymringen var også… 

Carina:  Ja 
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5: 10: Jørn:  De formåede jo, dem der sad i ledelsen dengang at opnå fuldstændig enighed i den 
kontakt, vi skulle have med kommissionen i vores fremadrettede arbejde. Det 
opnåede man dengang. Der kan man sige, da vi var i processen, vidste man jo ikke, 
det kan man så se, da man kom længere hen, at der var lande som Irland, Spanien, 
Italien og Grækenland, som blev rigtig hårdt ramt af reformen. Og man kan sige, 
Irland er jo stoppet helt, og Spanien er halveret, Portugal er holdt op. Og de var jo 
også medlemmer. Så da man sådan kom tættere ved målstregen, så blev der jo… Jeg 
vil ikke sige, der blev en konflikt, men altså de lande her var jo, kan man sige, de blev 
jo dybt, dybt skuffede over, sukkersystemet. Det gjorde de faktisk. Det prisfald, der 
kom på daværende tidspunkt, det kunne de simpelthen ikke klare. Det kunne de ikke.  

Carina:  Nej 

Jørn:  Men indtil da var der enighed i CIBE om de ting her, det var der.  

 

Carina:  Ja. Næste spørgsmål – der er det her, der hedder the Advisory Group on Sugar. Som 
sådan arbejder, som navnet antyder, med at rådgive fx kommissionen om, hvad det 
er, der rører sig i landbruget, og hvordan nye tiltag vil kunne påvirke jer. Er det et 
sted, som er vigtigt for jer, for at blive hørt og få indflydelse? 

Jørn:  Ja, man kan sige, CIBE som er landene der sidder der alle sammen. Vi varetager jo 
roedyrkernes interesse. Så derfor er det vigtigt for os, når vi laver lobbyarbejde på… 
det er jo at se det fra den praktiske vinkel, fra roedyrkerens synsvinkel. Hvordan vil 
det her blive opfattet? Det, der bliver foreslået. Så der tager vi, man kan sige, den 
meget pragmatiske holdning til tingene. Ved du hvad, hvad betyder det for den 
enkelte roedyrker i det enkelte land? 

Carina:  Ja, men det er altså et vigtigt sted at vise flaget, eller hvad man skal sige? Eller føler 
du, at det mere er det daglige arbejde og de møder, I selv arrangerer, at det er der, I 
får mere indflydelse? 

7: 25: Jørn:  Ja altså, den måde vi arbejder på, det er… Jeg vil jo være et skarn, hvis jeg ikke 
mener, vi får indflydelse, det gør vi jo. Vi laver jo lobbyarbejde på alt, hvad vi sådan 
set ved, der kan gavne os. Og det er jo lige fra embedsmændene i Kommissionen og til 
Kommissærerne, men også til Europa Parlamentet. Man kan sige, efter 
Lisabontraktatens indførelse, så har Europa Parlamentet jo fået meget mere at skulle 
have sagt. De skal jo godkende tingene, ikke også. Og derfor har vi jo flyttet lidt vores 
fokus en lille smule væk fra måske kommissionens embedsmænd over på 
parlamentet. Og de er meget lydhøre. Man kan sige, en parlamentariker arbejder jo 
næsten lige som en roedyrker – de skal jo varetage deres… det område de er valgt 
fra… og når vi siger, det her kan blive hårdt for en del af landene i Europa, så lytter 
de. Det gør de virkelig. Det føler vi. Så vores fokus er blevet flyttet en smule. Vi skal 
selvfølgelig også indrette os efter, hvem er det, der vedtager? Hvem er det, der har 
den magt? 
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Carina: Ja. Når nu du siger, at parlamentet er blevet vigtigere for jer, er det så sådan, at man 
prøver at udnytte mere, at man lobbyer nogen, inden for sin egen nationalitet? Eller 
hvordan får I lettest adgang? 

Jørn:  Ja det er jo klart, vi ved godt, nøjagtig hvad det er for nogle lande, som er glade for 
den sukkermarkedsordning, vi har i dag, og vi ved også, hvad for nogle lande, der 
helst så den fuldstændig afskaffet. Og der, hvor vi har vores fokus, det er selvfølgelig… 
vi prøver at påvirke de lande, som er i tvivl, de lande som måske ikke rigtig forstår 
vores holdning, ikke også. Det er dem, vi arbejder lidt på. Og det er typisk dem, der vil 
liberalisere meget. De lande kender vi jo godt, og de lande har vi ekstra fokus på, ikke 
også. De andre, som sådan set støtter os, dem har vi ikke nød at bruge så meget krudt 
på. Vi fokuserer på de lande, som vi mener, vi måske kan få ændret deres holdninger 
ved at forklare dem, hvordan tingene hænger sammen.  

 

Carina:  Ja. Et andet forum, er den her organisation, der hedder World Association of Beet 
and Cane Growers. Er det noget, I bruger meget energi på? 

Jørn:  Ja, nej. Jeg vil sige, det gør vi ikke. Men jeg har lige skrevet et par noter her til den, 
fordi man kan sige hvad… Jeg har deltaget i den i rigtig mange år i møder, og det vi 
har fået mest ud af her, det er… Man kan sige, vi har fået en forståelse af, hvordan det 
er at lave sukker af sukkerrør. Altså både hvordan man gør det rent praktisk, hvad 
udfordringer det giver. Men også rent politisk. Og lige sådan modsat, at være 
roedyrker har også nogle udfordringer. Roedyrkning foregår jo i den rige del af 
verden, hvor rørdyrkning foregår i den fattigste del af verden. Så det har givet en 
forståelse for begge parter, og det tror jeg er rigtig, rigtig vigtigt, for vi er jo landmænd 
alle sammen. Vi kan forstå hinandens position og de udfordringer, der er der. Så det 
der med at pege fingre af hinanden, som jeg følte, der var. Lad os sige vi går måske 
10-15 år tilbage, det findes slet ikke mere, det gør det faktisk ikke.  

Carina:  Okay.  

Jørn:  Men hvor meget indflydelse. Jeg tror ikke, organisationen har så meget politisk 
indflydelse. Det er ikke meget. Det er mere en… man oplyser hinanden om… Og så 
har verdensorganisationen (læs: World Association of Beet and Cane Growers) et 
godt samarbejde med ISO, altså den internationale sukkerorganisation. Det er jo 
regeringerne, altså det er de forskellige sukkerproducerende lande, der har den 
forening der, og der er et fantastisk godt samarbejde mellem de to organisationer der, 
for den er også world-wide. Så på den måde der kan man sige, så får man også 
holdninger som roedyrkerne og rørdyrkerne…. til en forening, som regeringen i de 
forskellige sukkerproducerende lande er medlem af. Så den vej der, har det 
selvfølgelig en indflydelse. Men lige direkte på EU systemet, der er det begrænset, 
hvad indflydelse der er. ACP, LDC landene er også medlem i verdensorganisationen, 
og derigennem har man en god dialog med dem, og man kan sige, selv om de er 
rørproducerende, så støtter de jo langt hen ad vejen sukkerroedyrkerne i Europa 
deres holdninger. Så der har man jo en god dialog med dem igennem den 
organisation der.  
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Carina:  Som sukkerroedyrkere og sukkerrørdyrkere, ser I ikke stadig hinanden mere som 
konkurrenter? 

12:07: Jørn:  Ja, det har man gjort før, men ikke så meget mere. Man kan sige, der er sket voldsomt 
meget på det europæiske og verdens sukkermarked. Man kan sige, sukkerprisen er jo 
steget voldsomt på det europæiske, eller på verdensplan, og det gør jo, vi har været i 
en situation, hvor verdensmarkedsprisen har været over EU's interne pris, dvs. en 
sukkerrørdyrker har faktisk fået en bedre afregning på verdensmarkedet end en 
roedyrker i EU eller for den sags skyld i USA. Så derfor kan man sige, der er ikke den 
der misundelse eller pegen fingre af hinanden rent provisionsmæssigt. For vi har 
nogle udfordringer på roesiden, og det har de altså også på sukkerrør. De har nok 
måske nogle større udfordringer fremadrettet rent dyrkningsmæsigt. For man kan 
sige, vi er altså et skridt foran, når vi snakker miljø og også arbejdsmiljø og sådan 
nogle ting der, hvor roedyrkere, den måde man producerer på, er jo reguleret som al 
mulig anden industri, hvor i de fattige lande der, der har de problemer med 
arbejdsmiljø og sådan nogle ting der. Og det ved de godt, det skal der gøres noget ved, 
og det er jo noget, der koster. Så der peger vi ikke fingre af hinanden, jeg synes, vi 
hjælper hinanden. Sådan er det blevet, sådan var det ikke i starten, det synes jeg, det 
er blevet hen ad vejen. Og det er jeg sikker på, det har den organisation været med til 
at få den proces til at glide mere.  

 

Carina:  Hvis vi vender tilbage til reformen her fra 2006 og kigger lidt mere på resultatet. 
Hvordan er du så tilfreds med det, I endte ud med? 

Jørn:  Jeg vil sige, jeg er ked af det resultat, der kom ud af det. Jeg var meget ked af det 
dengang, jeg arbejdede meget på det, og det gjorde jeg ud fra, at vi fik jo et stort 
prisfald, og vi blev kompenseret med ca. 60% af det prisfald, så vi lider jo stadig 
under, at vores priser endte med at falde med 40%. Og for Danmark at se, der var jo 
ca. mere end 1800-2000 roedyrkere, der måtte opgive roedyrkning. Dvs. man 
lukkede produktionen på Fyn og stort set, ja men der er ikke ret meget tilbage på Fyn. 
Og når jeg tænker på de dyrkere derover, så mistede de jo en rigtig god og stabil 
afgrøde, så det er jeg selvfølgelig ked af. Og da så reformen blev indført, så vil jeg så 
sige, hvem fik gavn af det her – det er også et af dine spørgsmål, hvem er vindere og 
tabere af reformen – og der må jeg bare sige, jeg kan finde mange tabere. Jeg kan 
finde roedyrkerne, roeindustrien og så de føromtalte ACP lande, som har fået rigtig 
svært ved EU's priser er faldet så meget. Og vinderne, ja men det er Coca Cola, Nestlé 
og alle de andre, for forbrugerne er ikke blevet rigere. Sukker koster stort set det 
samme som, det gjorde før reformen, og vinderne det er altså dem, der køber 
sukkeret og forarbejder det, og sælger det til uændret pris.  

Carina:  Ja, fordi du mener, at den store industri, fx Coca Cola, de kan købe det billigere? 

15:10: Jørn:  Ja, Coca Cola… det ved vi jo. For prisen som sukkerselskabet i Danmark sætter, den 
er jo faldet med 40%. Det de får for sukkeret er faldet med 40%. Dvs. Coca Cola kan 
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købe sukkeret 40% billigere. Og deres produkter er ikke faldet med 40% på 
sukkerprisen, for sukkeret udgør jo en lille, lille del af en Coca Cola til mellem 10 og 15 
kr., så er sukkeret jo 2 kr. Så de har jo scoret gevinsten – kageproducenter og dem 
der. Det er dem, der er blevet vindere i stedet for. På den side synes jeg ikke, reformen 
har været nogen succes, det må jeg sige, det har den ikke. Der, hvis man skal tale om 
succes, så lyder det lidt barskt, men man har jo skubbet til strukturudviklingen i hele 
Europa ved at man har sat priserne ned, og derfor har man jo tvunget… sparket til 
strukturudviklingen, dvs. man har flyttet roedyrkningen, for at den stadigvæk kunne 
foregå, fra mindre god jord til god jord. Ellers kan det ikke lade sige gøre. Og det kan 
man så sige, det kan vi så få gavn af hen ad vejen, og det håber jeg også, det gør, at vi 
kan bevare vores konkurrencedygtighed, vi er blevet mere konkurrencedygtige. Vi har 
fået de dårligste arealer ud af dyrkning.  

 

Carina:  Så er du faktisk allerede lidt inde på mit næste spørgsmål, for hvordan føler du, at 
både de danske og europæiske sukkerroedyrkere står fremadrettet? Det har måske 
gjort jer lidt mere konkurrencedygtige? 

Jørn:  Ja, det har det. Det var også formålet med at lave en sukkerreform, det var at 
optimere den europæiske sukkerindustri. Og det mener jeg også, man har fået. Man 
har jo bl.a. lukket 89 sukkerfabrikker i Europa. Det er jo et kæmpestort med masser 
af folk, der er blevet smidt på gaden, som ikke har arbejde der mere. Men det har 
gjort, at industrien er blevet mere konkurrencedygtig, og roedyrkerne er blevet mere 
konkurrencedygtige. Og kan man sige, selvfølgelig er det vejen frem hen ad vejen. Det 
skal vi, og det skal vi fortsat arbejde for at blive, men om ikke andet må man 
selvfølgelig også tænke på dem, som røg ud og ikke har det så godt. Vi har jo haft 
medlemmer, som har siddet i selv samme telefon her og virkelig været kede af det, det 
må jeg sige. Det er konsekvensen.  

 

Carina:  Hvis man kigger på det mere internationale perspektiv, så mener du, at den 
europæiske industri, den står sådan set lidt stærkere nu? 

Jørn:  Ja, det mener jeg helt afgjort. Bl.a. er provisionen jo skåret ned, den er skåret meget 
ned. Før sukkerreformen i 2006, der var Europa jo en af verdens største 
sukkereksportører, i dag er vi jo en af verdens største importører af sukker, ikke også. 
Og det gør jo, at produktionen er skåret ned, og nu kan vi ikke en gang forsyne vores 
hjemmemarked med sukker, vi skal jo importere. Det er jo en konsekvens af det, og vi 
ved, der er jo et pres på hele tiden fra verdens…, så vi skal blive mere 
konkurrencedygtige, og det føler jeg også, vi gør. Vi er jo så heldige at have et 
produkt, en sukkerroe, der stiger i udbytte. I hele Europa, hvor det kniber noget på 
vores alternative afgrøder – byg og hvede, som er det direkte alternativ her på vores 
kanter, de stiger ikke i udbytte. Det gør de ikke. Vores roeudbytte, altså sukkerudbytte 
per hektar stiger i gennemsnit lidt over 2% per år. Og derfor tror vi også, at vi har et 
produkt, som vil klare sig i fremtiden også, fordi vi stadig kan holde en 
udbyttestigning.  
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Carina:  Hvis vi så vender lidt tilbage til det her med lobbyisme og især inden for EU, så er der 
mange, der også er meget kritiske over for det, og at der i hvert fald i et lidt historisk 
perspektiv, der mener man, at især landbruget har for meget indflydelse. Er det 
noget, du tit bliver mødt med? 

19:18: Jørn:  Ja, det er det, specielt fra journalister. Vi bliver tit mødt med, at vi har meget stor 
indflydelse. Og jeg svarer, jamen vi har kun den indflydelse, som dem vi prøver at 
påvirke giver os. Altså sådan hænger tingene jo sammen. Vi bruger rigtig mange 
ressourcer og energi på at lave lobbyarbejde på EU's landbrugssystem. Og hvis ikke vi 
skulle gøre det, så må jeg sige, så ved jeg faktisk ikke, hvem der skulle gøre det. Det er 
nu en gang sådan, politik det virker. Kan du lave et fornuftigt lobbyarbejde, og 
fornuftigt lobbyarbejde det er jo, at man får nogle af sine synspunkter og holdninger 
igennem, så man kan se det ude i praksis, at det hjælper de medlemmer, man 
repræsenterer. Jeg ser det som en positiv… det er en del af det politiske system, vi har 
med at man kan påvirke de folkevalgte. Jeg har det fint med, at jeg mødes med 
europaparlamentarikere og diskuterer sukkerpolitik. Og vi gør det helt åbent, vi ligger 
aldrig skjul på, når vi har møde, det er en meget åben proces, vi har. Vi fremlægger 
stort set også alle vores pressemeddelelser og ting og sager, når vi har haft møder med 
dem. Det gør vi.  

Carina:  Og nu siger du, at industrien bl.a. repræsenteret af Coca Cola også var nogen af dem, 
der har fået noget ud af den her reform, så jeg går ud fra, de er også meget aktive i 
Bruxelles og prøver at få indflydelse? 

Jørn:  Ja, og man kan sige, dem skal vi jo matche, for hvis ikke vi matchede dem rent 
lobbyarbejdsmæssigt, så er det jo dem, der får indflydelsen, og hvor de varetager 
deres interesser. Og jeg har fuld respekt for den måde, de gør tingene på. Jeg føler, 
det er en del af processen, at de vil have produktet så billigt som muligt og beskytte 
deres… have beskyttelse mod import af sukkerholdige varer, ikke også. Det ødelægger 
deres marked, og vi kører fuldstændig det samme. Så jeg kan ikke genkende det der 
med, at landbrugsorganisationer har for meget magt i EU systemet, for hvis man… jeg 
hører i hvert fald, og det har vi også i Advisory Group – der er vi jo alle sammen til 
stede: producenter, forbrugerorganisationer, fabrikanter af læskedrikke og sådan 
nogle ting. Der hører vi, hvordan de arbejder, så vi er ikke… hvis der er nogen, der 
synes, vi er slemme, så skulle de prøve at høre ovre ved de andre, hvordan de 
arbejder.  

 

Carina:  Der er mange, der mener, at hele EU systemet, det faktisk er bygget op på, at 
parlamentsmedlemmerne, de er afhængige af at få noget information fra jer, som rent 
faktisk ved noget om det, i det her tilfælde sukker. Føler du også, at de faktisk er 
lydhøre og er interesserede i at invitere jer ind en gang i mellem for at høre, hvad det 
egentlig vil få af indflydelse, det de vil indføre? 
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22:20: Jørn:  Det er nok svært at skelne på, for folk der er folkevalgte. Det er også et valg – hvornår 
man har interesse for at vide noget, man ikke ved noget om, eller om man giver sig ud 
for at vide en masse af de her ting. For jeg vil sige, Europa Parlamentet, de 
medlemmer er rigtig meget forskellige på deres vidensniveau på forskellige ting. Så 
jeg er også tit sikker på, at nogle af dem, som vi har møder med, de møder op for at få 
noget viden, som de ikke kan tilegne sig på anden måde. Det er jeg sikker på, at de 
gør. For det er også meget komplekst at være parlamentariker. De skal virkelig, 
virkelig forholde sig til mange ting. Og man er jo kun et menneske, man kan jo ikke 
rumme alt. Så jeg vil da ikke afvise, der sidder nogen der også, som ikke ved ret meget 
om det, så de selvfølgelig lytter til os, men går jeg også ud fra, at de gør i andre 
sammenhænge, så lytter de også til andre og deres viden og input.  

 

Carina:  Når du henvender dig til fx Parlamentet, er det så altid kun på vegne af CIBE? Eller 
tager du også nogle gange derned som repræsentant kun for de danske 
sukkerroedyrkere? 

Jørn:  I den position, jeg har nu, så er det som repræsentant for CIBE, det er det. Så vores 
kontakt, vi har, den har vi typisk herhjemmefra, hvor vi henvender os direkte i 
ministeriet og har et møde med ministeren. Det har vi haft her i foråret og sådan 
nogle ting, hvor selvfølgelig snakker jeg også for CIBE i den sammenhæng, men det 
gør vi gerne nationalt. Og så har vi selvfølgelig en kontakt med vores europæiske 
parlamentarikere. Men det er mere gennem CIBE, for CIBE fører sådan set næsten alt 
lobbyarbejde på EU-plan. Der er selvfølgelig de store lande: Frankrig og Tyskland og 
England, de laver også nationalt lobbyarbejde på deres MEPs. Det gør vi ikke så 
meget fra dansk side, det gør vi ikke. Vi er desværre i den uheldige situation, at vi har 
jo ikke nogen dansk parlamentariker i landbrugsudvalget, desværre. Og det er jeg 
meget ærgerlig over. Vi lider lidt under det, at vi ikke har en direkte parlamentariker. 
Og det er sådan set lige meget, hvad parti, de kommer fra, bare vi havde haft et 
medlem i landbrugsudvalget – det har vi ikke, desværre. Det lider vi lidt under fra 
dansk side. Men det kan vi ikke selv styre jo, vi vælger jo dem, vi vælger, og så skal de 
fordele posterne internt i EU efterfølgende, og der har så ikke været nogen fra dansk 
side, der har kunnet sidde sig på en af de poster der i landbrugsudvalget. Så mit 
lobbyarbejde foregår mest gennem CIBE, det vil jeg sige.  

 

Carina:  Laver I nogensinde alliancer med andre grupper, fx det kunne være 
forbrugerforeninger eller nogen, der repræsenterer arbejderne nu når der fx bliver 
lukket fabrikker og arbejdere bliver fyret? 

25:09: Jørn:  Ja, altså vi havde da vi havde sukkerreformen i 2006, der havde vi et tæt samarbejde 
med arbejderorganisationerne på EU-niveau. Vi havde bl.a. en meget, meget stor 
demonstration i Bruxelles, som blev arrangeret af CIBE, men hvor vi inviterede 
arbejderorganisationerne med til at deltage i demonstrationerne, og det gjorde de 
rigtig godt. Så det havde vi i den proces der. Men ellers foregår det nok… jeg ved også 
det foregår gennem CEFS. De har et tættere samarbejde med 
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arbejderorganisationerne, fordi man kan sige, det er dem, der har rigtig mange 
ansatte, hvor man kan sige landbruget, selvfølgelig har vi jo roer, men vi har mange 
andre afgrøder, så vi kan jo ikke direkte relatere vores afgrøder til ansættelse… eller 
den arbejdskraft, vi har hos os til roedyrkning. Selvfølgelig kan vi godt at så og så 
mange andele af vores medarbejdere beskæftiger sig med roer, men det er mere 
fabrikanterne, der har den direkte kontakt til arbejderorganisationerne. Men vi har 
også haft samarbejde med nogle NGO’er i den her proces her, og Oxfam har vi også 
haft samarbejde med. Så der er kontakter til de organisationer der. Og man kan sige, 
Oxfam er jo ikke ligefrem sukker-venlige, men alligevel der er der jo nogle holdninger, 
vi har tilfælles. Og der er kontakt med de organisationer.  

Carina:  Hvad kunne det fx være, I kunne arbejde med NGO’er om? 

26:30. Jørn:  Med Oxfam, der var det specielt konsekvensen for ACP og LCD landene. Hvad 
konsekvens reformen ville få for de lande. Og der kan man sige, der var de også 
fuldstændig enige med os i, at der burde have været taget hensyn til de lande der. For 
de har virkelig… de lider stadig under sukkerreformen i de lande der. Men der var 
ikke noget kompensation til dem eller noget som helst. Og der havde vi et samarbejde 
med Oxfam på det tidspunkt der.  

Carina:  Er det noget, I føler, I måske bliver taget mere seriøst eller virker mere legitime, hvis I 
laver alliancer på kryds og tværs og ikke kun repræsenterer fx landmænd? 

27:18: Jørn:  Ja det er klart. Jeg tror, det er holdningen hos alle mennesker. Hvis man deltager… 
jeg har også inviteret til nogle møder, nogle NGO’er der har holdt nogle møder og 
nogle små konferencer og sådan nogle ting der. Det deltager jeg gerne i, selv om vi 
ved, at vi ikke er enige om ret meget på de ting der, så tror jeg, det er et vigtigt signal, 
at man udadtil… det gør jeg da i hvert fald selv personligt, at man møder op selv om 
man er uenige og ikke kan dele synspunkter, så tror jeg, det er vigtigt, at andre også 
kan se, at man kan godt være i samme stue, det kan man godt. Også med dem, der 
ikke har samme holdninger. Det er et vigtigt signal at sende som lobbyist, som der jo 
er mange, som betragter mig som.  

 

Carina:  Ja men, det var sådan set alle de spørgsmål, jeg havde.  

28:01: Jørn:  Ja men, det var fint, det er fint, så… jeg tror sådan set også jeg… Ja, det er godt. 
Hvordan… du… hvornår skal du aflevere de ting her? 

Carina:  Jeg skal aflevere inden jul, så jeg satser på at skal være færdig omkring 1. december.  

Jørn:  Ja, ok. Er det noget, jeg kan få del i? at se hvad du har lavet, eller hvordan stiller du 
dig til sådan nogle ting? 

Carina:  Ja, det kan vi da sagtens finde ud af. Altså tænker du på det, jeg vil skrive om det her? 
Eller hele opgaven? 

Jørn:  Ja men jeg kunne sådan set godt tænke mig at se alt hvad, du skriver om, for det 
synes jeg faktisk interesserer mig meget for sådan nogle ting der.  
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Carina:  Altså, jeg kan jo sagtens sende det til dig. Hvis jeg kan gøre det på din mail fx, så vil 
det være rigtig nemt.  

Jørn:  Ja, ja det lyder godt. Det kunne da være interessant at se og følge lidt med i, hvad der 
rører sig.  

Carina:  Ja! 

Jørn:  Okay, jeg håber, du får held og lykke med det.  

Carina:  Tak skal du have. Jeg er i hvert fald hjulpet godt på vej med dit interview, så tak for 
det.  

Jørn:  Det er godt, du er velkommen en anden gang.  

Carina:  Tak for det.  

Jørn:  Det er godt. Hej igen.  

Carina:  Hej 

 

Appendix B: Transcribe of interview with Mariann Fischer Boel 
- Former Commissioner of Agriculture and Rural Development  
- Conducted on October 4th, 2012 at Snapstinget, Christiansborg 

After introducing ourselves, the interview begins.  

 

Carina:  Jeg skriver som sagt om sukkerreformen fra 2006, og hvordan den blev til, hvilke 
grupper der havde indflydelse og resultaterne af den. Først – hvordan reformen 
blev til? Og hvilke grupper, mener du, havde mest indflydelse på den? 

00:30: Mariann: Jeg tiltrådte som kommissær i efteråret, november 2004, og der lå en bunden 
opgave på det tidspunkt fordi Europa, eller EU, havde tabt en panelsafgørelse ved 
WTO, som var rejst af Brasilien. Så det var ikke en ide, jeg fik, det var simpelthen 
nødvendigt at vi fandt en løsning. Problemet var jo, at vi blev beskyldt for 
dumping, fordi vi jo havde noget, der hed A og B sukker dengang. Så havde man 
også noget C sukker, som var helt uden for kvoter, og så eksporterede vi jo vores 
overskydende sukker med eksportrestitutioner, og det forstyrrede selvfølgelig 
markedet. Så vi gik i gang med at prøve at finde ud af, hvordan kunne vi skrue en 
reform sammen. Man kan sige, udgangspunktet var jo, at det var svært. Nu havde 
der ikke været rørt ved det sukker i 40 år, fordi det var svært, så det hjalp mig 
selvfølgelig, at vi skulle gøre noget. Så vi kom frem med et forslag, hvor vi jo 
reducerede produktionen med seks millioner tons, hvor vi reducerede prisen med 
39%, den interne pris, og hvor vi i realiteten arbejdede med, at 
eksportrestitutionerne på sukker skulle fjernes. Det var klart, der rejste sig jo et 
ramaskrig fra stort set alle – at det var al for vidtgående, og det kunne vi aldrig 
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nogensinde komme igennem med.  Jeg var selvfølgelig meget opmærksom på, at 
det var ufattelig vigtigt for mig, fordi det var min første reform, at få den 
igennem. Hvis jeg havde mislykkedes, så havde jeg været en total fiasko. Så ville 
det være vanskelligt efterfølgende at lave andre reformer – som jeg havde i tasken 
eller i skuffen – som jeg ønskede at lave de følgende år. Så vi smed noget på 
bordet, og så begyndte vi jo selvfølgelig at forhandle. Men det var Ministerrådet, 
altså landenes landbrugsministre. På det tidspunkt var Europa Parlamentet jo 
ikke indover. Og hvis Europa Parlamentet havde haft medindflydelse, så var det 
ikke…, så havde det ikke kunnet lade sig gøre at komme igennem med reformen, 
som den så ud.  

Jeg var selvfølgelig klar over, at jeg kunne ikke få enstemmighed om det, men det 
var kun et spørgsmål om at kunne tælle stemmer nok sammen. Og dem, der ikke 
ville være med, der måtte jeg bare sige, så…, det var der ikke noget at gøre ved. 
Der er jo forskellige organisationer inden for sukkerbranchen. Der er jo primære 
producenter, så er der industri, og så er der dem, som bruger sukker i deres 
produktion senere hen, altså efter industrien, altså forarbejdningsindustrien. Og 
de var jo ikke… Ja, og så var der også landbrugets primære producenters 
organisation, altså COPA organisationen.  

Og det var op ad bakke altså. Når jeg var ude til møder for at fortælle om, hvad vi 
havde i tankerne, så… Jeg vil ikke sige…, stemningen var jo ikke lige frem 
euforisk. Jeg fik rigtig mange roer i den periode, altså store sukkerroer med hjem, 
fordi det var jo klart, at når man skærer seks millioner tons, så vil det gå ud over 
nogen. Nu var det et vigtigt argument, at min mand var sukkerproducent. Og vi 
vidste jo godt, at hvis denne her reform gik igennem, så ville der, så ville man 
være nødt til at indskrænke produktionen i Danmark, og på Fyn ville det ikke 
overleve. Vi vidste, at Assens Sukkerfabrik måtte lukke, og det var sådan, jeg 
kunne i hvert fald fortælle dem, at jeg vidste, hvordan landmændene reagerede 
rundt omkring. Mine weekender var ikke altid så morsomme. Sådan lidt sagt i 
spøg, men for at de skulle vide, at jeg vidste faktisk godt, hvad det her…, hvad 
konsekvenserne ville være.  

Ja, nu skal jeg jo ikke tage hele rækken ned… 

 

Carina: Nej.  

04: 38: Mariann: Men de mest indflydelsesrige grupper… Ja, det ved jeg i virkeligheden ikke. Jeg 
prøvede at køre… at tage chancen og lade være med at lade mig presse af nogle af 
nogle af grupperne. Der var selvfølgelig nogle medlemslande – Irland for 
eksempel, de havde jo sådan set allerede lukket deres sukkerproduktion. England 
– de var mere interesseret i at kunne købe rørsukker, så der var mange forskellige 
interesser. Det var klart, at CIBE, som er producenternes organisation, de kunne 
jo også godt se, hvor det her det bar hen. Det betød jo, at i de sydligste lande og i 
de nordligste lande, der ville produktionen falde, og så ville der være et bælte inde 
midt i Europa, hvor dyrkningspotentialet ville være stort pga. klimamæssige 
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forhold og pga. at der var højt [?] på jorden, og de følte sig ikke presset. Så 
tyskerne var jo ikke dem, der følte sig mest presset, i virkeligheden heller ikke 
franskmændene. Italienerne og spanierne, ja. Finland, Sverige, ja. Danmark til en 
vis grad, ja. Englænderne var som sagt mere interesserede i, at der var rørsukker 
nok, så de kunne importere.  

 En anden gruppe, som jeg blev nødt til at håndtere, det var jo ACP landene, som 
havde særlig adgang til det europæiske marked, til vores høje priser. Og de var jo 
rædselsslagene for, at vi sænkede prisen, for så faldt deres lukrative marked jo 
væk. Og det var anført af udenrigsministeren fra Mauritius, som tog rundt 
sammen med en gruppe af ACP landenes udenrigsministre og malede fanden på 
væggen. Jeg ved ikke, hvem der betalte for dem. Det kan godt være, det var en af 
de europæiske organisationer, det skal jeg ikke kunne sige, men de var meget, 
meget aggressive i deres modstand mod den her reform. Så… Men jeg kan komme 
tilbage til, hvordan vi håndterede dem i sidste instans. De var… Der var mange 
forskellige interesser. Både nogen for at fastholde en høj pris og Kommissionen 
for at finde et lavere niveau.  

 

Carina:  Ja, lad os tage den næste. Når du… Du har jo også tidligere være 
Fødevareminister her i Danmark, så du kender lidt til det der med, hvordan er 
det, når man er et lille land i EU? Kan et lille land som fx Danmark eller andre, 
kan de også få indflydelse? Eller er det mere Frankrig, når vi fx taler landbrug, så 
plejer de at være en af de vigtige.  

07:16: Mariann:  Altså, det kommer an på, hvordan man spiller med. Men det er klart at som 
Kommissær, skal jeg jo ikke forsvare danske interesser, så på den måde var jeg…, 
havde jeg en armslængde til den diskussion. Men jeg kan give dig et eksempel på 
under sukkerforhandlingerne… Polen, som var kommet med i 2004 som relativt 
nye, er et stort landbrugsland, og de satte sig selv fuldstændig uden for 
indflydelse på sukkerreformen. Deres minister kom fra et ultra-højre 
landbrugsparti, og han var arrogant, og fortalte mig da vi skulle forhandle den 
afgørende runde i november måned 2005, at han arbejdede altså ikke efter kl. syv 
om aftenen og før kl. ni om morgenen. Og vi skulle have vores forhandlinger i 
løbet af natten, og jeg regnede med, at vi var færdige sidst på natten/først på 
morgenen, men der var han ikke til rådighed, så han fik ingen indflydelse og fik 
ingen godbidder, kan man sige, til Polen. Og jeg mødte mange polske landmænd 
bagefter, som bebrejdede mig. Så sagde jeg, I skal ikke bebrejde mig, det er ikke 
mig, I skal skyde på, det er den minister, som slet ikke har forstået spillet. 

 Men det er klart, at et stort land med mange stemmer har selvfølgelig større 
indflydelse. Når jeg sad og skulle gøre op, hvornår jeg havde stemmer nok. 

Carina:  Selvfølgelig. Så det gælder om at lave alliancer? 
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08:44: Mariann:  Det er klart. Hvis Danmark sidder alene, så har de ingen indflydelse. Der skal 
man finde nogle alliancepartnere, og så prøve at lave et blokerende mindretal. 
Det er jo det, det handler om.  

 

Carina:  Inden for sukker er der denne her, der hedder The Advisory Group on Sugar. Er 
det, det vigtigste forum at være til stede, når der skal laves noget inden for 
sukker? Eller er det mere løbende… 

09:15: Mariann:  Politisk har den ingen indflydelse. Jeg har aldrig deltaget i den, så det er på 
embedsmandsniveau. Så der sidder de og diskuterer. Men det er, når de politiske 
beslutninger er truffet.  

Carina:  Ok, så det var ikke et vigtigt forum for den her reform? 

Mariann:  Ikke for mig, nej.  

 

Carina:  Hvis vi kigger mere på, hvad reformen endte ud med. Synes du så, at du er 
tilfreds med det resultat, der blev? 

09:41: Mariann:  Som jeg fortalte, så startede vi egentlig reformen, altså diskussionerne, seks 
måneder før november måned, inden sommerferien i hvert fald. Og så begynder 
man sådan at pille delelementer ud og diskutere med medlemslandene. Både i 
plenum, hvor alles synspunkter bliver medtaget men også med bilaterale møder. 
Og det er klart, at når man starter ud, så har medlemslandene sådan (viser med 
hænderne at den er lang) en ønskeseddel. Og så begynder man så at skære ned. 
Og til sidst da vi sad der om natten den der novemberdag i 2005 med… der 
indkaldte vi alle medlemslandene til den sidste runde for at finde ud af, hvor 
lander vi så henne. Og så er det klart, at når man så sætter den der dagsorden: 
hvem kommer hvornår, så sørger man jo for, at dem man ved, der er vanskelige, 
de kommer kl. 3/3.30 eller sådan, så man ved, at de skal op af sengen, fordi så 
presser man dem på den måde psykisk.  

 Men det var… Ja, jeg kan huske, nogle af de nye medlemslande, bl.a. den 
ungarske minister, han kom der også på et eller andet tidspunkt i løbet af natten. 
Han kom jo igen med sin liste der. Så kan jeg huske, jeg sagde til ham… jeg har 
muligvis også været lidt ”tense”, ikke, eller jeg var i hvert fald ikke træt, for det 
kørte. Så siger jeg ”stop that bullshit!”. Fordi, der havde han jo ikke forstået, at 
der hvor vi var nået til nu, der skulle han måske have tre områder, som var vigtige 
for ham. Og ikke 15 altså. Det var for længst forbi. Så det var… Der sidder 
selvfølgelig medlemslandene, i det her tilfælde Ungarn, så sidder jeg der, og så 
har jeg medlemmerne af mit kabinet, som har sagen plus nogle embedsmænd fra 
general direktoratet for landbrug. Og så er der en tolk… Det er normalt sådan, at 
medlemslande kan tale deres eget sprog… for at hjælpe dem. Det er vanskeligt, 
hvis de nu ikke er sindssygt gode på engelsk. Og vi taler selvfølgelig engelsk, og 
det bliver tolket, så de ikke er helt presset.  
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 Og da jeg kunne se, at vi kunne købe italienerne for et beløb til deres syditalienske 
sukkerproducenter, sådan at de kunne komme ud af erhvervet, så kunne jeg se, at 
så var flertallet hjemme. Og så… det rygtedes jo også på gangene, og så kunne vi 
se dominobrikkerne så køre. Og jeg vil sige, den der fornemmelse når man kan se, 
nu er vi der, det er helt fuldstændig fantastisk.  

Carina:  Ja, det er en stor forløsning 

12:30: Mariann: Ja, det var det. Så jeg var egentlig… Jeg fik selvfølgelig ikke udspillet, men sådan 
er det jo altid. Men vi fik seks millioner tons, og vi fik en prisreduktion på 36%, så 
jeg tror, der var ikke ret mange, der havde troet, at det kunne lade sig gøre. Jeg 
kan huske, at ikke den morgen vi offentliggjorde det men dagen efter, der havde 
jeg en halv side på forsiden af Financial Times, og det er SÅ stort.  

 

Carina:  Synes du også, resultatet har hjulpet til at gøre industrien mere 
konkurrencedygtig? 

13:14: Mariann:  Altså det har i hvert fald betydet, at vi i dag jo ikke… vi eksporterer jo stort set 
ikke sukker. Vi er faktisk kommet i den situation, at vi laver for lidt sukker i 
perioder, og så må vi jo importere udefra. Men problemet dengang var jo, at 
europaprisen var tre gange så høj som verdensmarkedsprisen. Det var uholdbart. 
Så er verdensmarkedsprisen i mellemtiden steget, så nu nærmer vi os. Så jo, det 
var et godt forlig på det tidspunkt. Det vi ikke tog stilling til på det tidspunkt, det 
var, hvornår kvoterne skulle ophøre, fordi det ville have været for meget på en 
gang. Men det er jo nu med i den næste CAP reform, som man diskuterer nu, fra 
2013-20. og der er jeg ikke helt sikker på, at de… eller jeg er sikker på, at de ikke 
endnu har besluttet, nøjagtig hvornår kvoterne udløber. Men 2015/16 – det bliver 
deromkring. Så er det frit for dem, der vil konkurrere, uanset hvor i Europa de 
ligger, om de vil være med på vognen eller ej.  

 

Carina:  Hvem synes du, man kan sige, der har haft noget ud af den her reform? Hvis man 
skal dele det op i vindere og tabere.  

14:36: Mariann:  Jamen det er… Jeg synes jo, hvis man sådan skal være… Man kan egentlig godt 
sige, alle har fået noget ud af det. Fordi hvis vi ikke havde lavet den reform, så 
ville vi have været ude i så store problemer, at vi… så var det gået down the drain. 
Nu lykkedes det dog at give nogle producenter en mulighed for at holde fast i 
produktionen, og måske gøre nogen af dem sikre på en større… altså at købe 
kvoter for andre, lige som vi har set det i Danmark, hvor det jo er Lolland 
udelukkende i dag, der producerer. Der er lidt på Fyn, men så skal vi transportere 
til Nakskov. Der er kun en sukkerfabrik i Danmark, og det har selvfølgelig 
betydet, at det har været en fordel for lollikkerne og en bagdel for fynboerne. Og 
de lider. Der er …, der dyrker sukkeroer. Så vil jeg ikke trætte dig med interne 
problemer mellem sukkerroedyrkerne, altså mellem lollikkerne og fynboerne, for 
det kneb på et tidspunkt med at få så mange tons ud, som vi ønskede. Så der blev 
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vi nødt til at ligge en ekstra gulerod ind, og der tog…, der var lollikkerne klogere 
dengang. Så… men det tror jeg er så langt ude i kanten, så det skal du slet ikke 
bekymre dig om.  

Carina:  Nej. Hvad med i et mere internationalt perspektiv. Du snakkede om før, at det 
havde været hårdt for ACP landene, at de havde mistet deres mulighed for at 
sælge til Europa. I hvert fald til en god pris.  

16:11: Mariann:   I dag er de lykkelige. Jeg var på Mauritius og besøge dem. Det har vel været i 
2009, og der var det stadigvæk den samme udenrigsminister, så det var sådan lidt 
interessant at komme derned. De havde for at kunne matche en lavere pris på det 
europæiske marked været nødt til at rationalisere deres sektor. Og de havde vel 
tidligere haft 25-28 små sukkerfabrikker. Nu havde de koncentreret dem. Jeg ved 
ikke, om de havde tre eller fire store sukkerfabrikker, vældig effektive fordi vi som 
en del af pakken satte, jeg tror, det var 125 millioner Euro af til de 
sukkerproducenter i ACP landene, så de kunne få opgraderet deres sektor. Så de 
var… Det var det bedste, der nogensinde var sket for deres sukkerindustri. De var 
nu pludselig blevet konkurrencedygtige, og for første gang var de faktisk i stand 
til at eksportere hvidt sukker til Europa – færdigraffineret sukker. Tidligere havde 
det været råsukker. Så de måtte indrømme, at det var faktisk en god aftale.  

Carina: Så alt i alt en god reform og også nødvendig 

17:27: Mariann:  Ja altså helt nødvendig, og på det tidspunkt også… der var jo ikke nogen, der 
havde troet, at… der var forbavselse over, at vi nåede så langt, som vi gjorde. Så 
det var… Jeg fortryder i hvert fald ikke noget der.  

 

Carina:  Nej. Nu har jeg jo også snakket lidt med sukkerroedyrkerne, og de mener, at det 
er hovedsagligt slutindustrien som fx Coca Cola, og nogle af dem, som bruger 
meget sukker i deres produktion, at det måske mere er de firmaer, der har fået 
noget ud af reformen, fordi de nu kan købe sukkeret ca. 40% billigere, men 
forbrugerne har ikke fået tilsvarende gavn af det. Er du enig i det? 

18:08: Mariann:  Ja, det er jeg enig i. Prisen er ikke slået igennem til forbrugerne. Og det var 
selvfølgelig et ønske, vi havde på det tidspunkt, at det skulle få en effekt for 
slutbrugerne. Men det er jo interne konkurrenceforhold, som vi ikke kan blande 
os i. Det er måske fordi, de er så ufattelig stærke de store supermarkedskæder.  
Der sidder meget få folk og køber ind i hele Europa, og som bestemmer, hvad det 
skal koste. Og supermarkedskæderne er ufattelig stærke.  

Carina:  Så det var ikke jeres hensigt, at det skulle ende med… 

18:49: Mariann:  Vores hensigt var selvfølgelig, at det skulle slå igennem, men det kunne det ikke. 
Hvad siger sukkerroedyrkerne? Er de ikke meget godt tilfredse, dem der er 
tilbage? 
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Carina:   Der er jo mange fabrikker, der er lukket både i Europa og en enkelt i Danmark, så 
de synes selvfølgelig, at de er nødt til at forsvare alle de medlemmer, de har haft, 
som ikke længere kan dyrke sukker.  

Mariann:  Og så skulle jeg have behandlet dem noget bedre… (grin) 

Carina:  Men de erkender også, at det var sådan, det var. Man kunne ikke undgå, at den 
her reform ville komme.  

Mariann:  det kom til at betyde, at nogen måtte skrue ned… 

Carina:  Ja 

Mariann:  Så var der jo også nogle medlemslande for hvem, det var fuldstændig afgørende at 
holde fast. Det var bl.a. Finland. Selv om det er fuldstændig vanvittigt, at man 
skal dyrke sukkerroer i Finland.  

Carina:  Ja, på grund af klimaet? 

Mariann:  Ja, det er det. Det er simpelthen ikke rentabelt. Men der var selvforståelsen så 
høj, at det må give sig selv. Den dag der ikke er kvoter mere, så tror jeg, det bliver 
svært.  

 

Carina:  Ja. Hvis vi ser på fremtidsperspektivet. Hvordan vurderer du så, at det vil se ud 
for sukkerbranchen, mest i Europa selvfølgelig, og måske også i Danmark? 

20:02: Mariann:  Nu har du jo set en koncentration. Det tyske Nordzucker har købt de danske 
sukkerfabrikker, så den koncentration vil muligvis fortsætte. Og jeg er ikke i 
stand til at se, hvad der vil ske, når kvoterne bliver ophævet. Det kommer an på 
verdensmarkedsprisen, altså hvis verdensmarkedsprisen er høj, så vil det 
formodentligt også være attraktivt for nogen, der i dag er ude, at dyrke sukker. 
Det, der kan trække den modsatte vej, er jo, at det er en meget speciel produktion, 
som kræver specielle maskiner, så det er jo ikke noget, du kaster dig ud i at 
investere i en stor roesåmaskine og en roeoptager til flere millioner kroner, hvis 
ikke du har en eller anden fornemmelse af, det her det kan bære. Så jeg tror 
stadigvæk, at du vil se produktionen muligvis stige men i de områder, hvor der 
også i dag er produktion.  

 

Carina:  Ja. Så noget helt andet. Har I som… både i EU eller politikere generelt et 
instrument eller en model for, hvordan man evaluerer for eksempel en reform 
eller i det hele taget politiske initiativer? 

21:21: Mariann: Altså, i modsætning til i Danmark for eksempel, så skal man, når man afleverer et 
reformudspil, så skal der være, det der hedder en ”impact assessment”, altså det, 
der hedder en konsekvensberegning. Altså hvad det her vil betyde for dem, der 
bliver berørt af reformen. Og det er klart, det kigger man selvfølgelig på 
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efterfølgende. Hvad kom… Havde vi så ret i det, vi mente, det vi kom til at 
beslutte? Så det har vi. I General Direktoratet for landbrug sidder der også nogen, 
der følger op på de reformer, der er lavet. Men det er ikke et uafhængigt organ. 
Det er simpelthen… Det er sådan set dem, der har været med til at udforme det, 
kan du sige, som revurderer det efterfølgende også. Hvis man havde den samme 
regel i Danmark, så… Jeg fatter jo ikke, at man ikke er nødt til at vide, hvad det 
kommer til at betyde, inden man smider noget på bordet. Tag bræmmerne som et 
eksempel.  

 

Carina:  Ja, det har du ret i. Hvis vi går ind på det her med lobbyisme. Der er jo mange, 
der har lidt et negativt syn på lobbyisme, og især landbruget er tit blevet beskyldt 
for, at de har al for meget indflydelse på EU’s politik. Er du enig i det? 

22:31: Mariann:  Nej. Nej, det er jeg ikke. Altså jeg synes lobbyisme er godt, fordi hvis det er 
områder, man ikke selv ved så meget om, så får man forskellige indfaldsvinkler 
på det. Jeg kan sige, vi lavede også en vinreform, og der havde jeg tæt kontakt 
med de forskellige organisationer inden for vinproduktionen. Og det var nyttigt 
for mig, fordi der fik jeg noget at vide, jeg ikke vidste i forvejen. I landbruget var 
jeg nogenlunde hjemme altså. Og det var mit kæmpestore held. Jeg havde aldrig 
kunnet lave de reformer, jeg har lavet, hvis ikke jeg vidste, hvad jeg talte om helt 
ned i detaljen altså. Og hvis ikke jeg havde været bondekone under huden, så 
havde det været svært, fordi jeg vidste, de kunne ikke tage mig på stoffet. Men 
med vin havde jeg stor glæde af dem. Men jeg kunne aldrig drømme om, at lade 
dem køre rundt med mig.  

Carina:  Så du ser heller ikke landbrugets lobbyorganisationer som for stærke i forhold til 
for eksempel forbrugerorganisationer, eller hvem man ellers ser nede i Bruxelles? 

23:36: Mariann: De bliver jo aldrig stærkere, end de får lov til.  

Carina:  Ja præcis. Nogen mener, at det her med for eksempel inden for landbruget, så har 
man de nationale organisationer, og så samles de på EU-niveau i for eksempel 
COPA eller CIBE inden for forskellige felter. Det er der nogen, der mener ikke er 
effektivt nok, det er bedre hvis, for eksempel når det er relevant kunne de danske 
sukkerroeproducenter gå direkte til EU, hvis de har noget, de vil ændre. Eller de 
kan lave alliancer på kryds og tværs med for eksempel arbejderorganisationer 
eller forbrugerorganisationer. Er det en tendens, du ser? At det bliver et lidt mere 
rodet billede… 

24:26: Mariann:  COPA er det mest reaktionære, konservative, bagstræberiske organisation, du 
nogensinde kan komme ud for. De toneangivende eller mange af de 
toneangivende der er jo polakkerne, det er spanierne – alle dem som ingen ting 
vil. Det skal blive lige som, det har været altid. Og når jeg kom i COPA, så gjorde 
jeg det kun af… ikke med glæde kan jeg sige dig, for de var rædselsfulde. Jeg 
havde hjælp af den tyske ”Bauernverbands” formand, Gerd Sonnleinter, som godt 
kunne se, at der skulle ske noget, selv om han kom fra Bayern. Af den franske til 
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dels, men lige så snart du kom sydpå, også helt oppe nordpå så… og polakkerne, 
det var simpelthen… det var den… Og det er svært at være generalsekretær, fordi 
det hele tiden er laveste fællesnævner. Og når man hele tiden arbejder ud fra den 
laveste fællesnævner, så sætter man sig selv uden for indflydelse – og det blev de 
så.  

Carina:  Så du kan godt se mange fordele i at arbejde på kryds og tværs? 

25:38: Mariann:  Ja ja 

 

Carina:  Så tror jeg, vi er nået til sidste spørgsmål. Er der mange lobbyorganisationer i EU, 
som kommer fra, for eksempel nu har vi snakket om ACP landene eller for 
eksempel den amerikanske sukkerindustri. Er det nogen, der prøver at få 
indflydelse i EU? 

26:05: Mariann: Ja, det tror jeg. Men jeg tror… det spørgsmål tror jeg, du skal stille til et medlem af 
Europaparlamentet, fordi det var slet ikke et problem for mig. Måske fordi man 
som Kommissær har sit Kabinet, som er otte akademikere og HK’ere, som man 
selv har valgt. De beskytter dig på en eller anden måde. De lukker ikke revl og 
krat ind til mig. De vurderer, om det er noget, der er relevant eller. Hvis det er 
nogen, jeg selv møder, så jeg, I skal selvfølgelig være velkomne. Så jeg har aldrig 
haft det der lobby, en negativ lobby inde på livet, aldrig. Så prøv at spørg hvem du 
nu kan finde af europaparlamentarikere. Jeg tror, det er massivt i 
Europaparlamentet.  

Carina:  Ja. Da jeg snakkede med sukkerroedyrkerne, der sagde de også, at efterhånden 
har Parlamentet en større interesse for dem også, fordi efter Lissabon Traktaten, 
har de også fået mere indflydelse, og de er som sagt lettere tilgængelige end for 
eksempel en Kommissær.  

Mariann:  Ja. Så det er jeg sikker på, det er… Der er kørt ind med de store skyts altså. Det 
gør de… Men ja, jeg ser det heller ikke som noget negativt. Som jeg sagde før, det 
er nyttigt. Det vil også være det for parlamentarikerne. De kan jo ikke vide alting, 
og de dækker jo somme tider større områder. De må selv veje og vurdere, om det 
er rigtigt… om de tror, det er rigtigt, det de får at vide. Eller om det bare er for at 
mel i deres egen kage.  

 

Carina:  Ja. Jamen det var alle mine spørgsmål.  

Mariann:  Det var godt. Det klarede vi lige på en halv time.  

Carina:  Ja. Tak for det! 

 


